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?he Accounts of an Investment Trust
Introduction
The choice of the subject of this thesis, The
Accounts of an Investment Trust, was prompted by the
fact that as far as the writer knows no book nor
magazine article has yet been published, in this
country, on this particular phase of the investment
trust problem. sHaoh of several authoritative pub-
lications on the in\*estment trust contains a few
short parap-raphs on accounting problems peculiar to
such companies, but none gives the necessary details
nor even an outline - for the installation of a
scientific accounting system.
Today, the rauidly grov/ing number of investment
trusts, and the increasing size of those organiza-
tions, make it imperative that adequate accounting
systems must be installed to take care of the large
volume of business that is and will be done by them.
'-Vhile there were only a few small investment trusts
record-keeping by them was a simple matter and pre-
sented no problem. Good accounting is necessary to
good management, and soon it will be demanded by the
inv?;8ting public and undoubtedly required by law. (1)
(1) Tew Code to Guide Investment Trusts. The
Few York Times, Jan. <:-7, 19£9, aec. p. 9.
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As evidence of the increasingr number and size of
investment trusts in this country the following figures
have been compiled: (2)
End of Year Number of Trusts Estimated Invest.
in Existence ed Capital
19£3 15 ^ 15,000,000
1924 27 75,000,000
1925 48 150,000,000
1926 69 200,000,000
1927 150 700,000,000
1928 (June 20) 199 1,200,000,000
It has been prophesied that "The day of the indi-
vidual trust controlling a billion dollars of re-
sources is near at hand". (2)
A study of accounting practices and constructive
suggestions for the solution of investment trust
accounting problems is further needed to bring about
greater uniformity in accounting procedures. The
lack of uniformity and the result of such lack of
uniform practice will be fully shown in the section of
this thesis dealing with accounting problems peculiar
to an investment trust.
It is the purpose of this thesis not only to treat
of the general principles and peculiarities of invest-
mert trusts and their accounting problems but to give
(2) ?owler, J. , Jr. American Investment Trusts,
p. 6.
(2) The Vew York Times, op. cit., Sec. £, p. 9.
r t
to the student, the investment trust organizer and
manager, the systemat izer, and the auditor the details
involved in the preparation of accounting forms, in
the systematic recording of the business transactions,
and in the auditing of the accounts during, or at the
close, of the fiscal period.
In order to arrive at a solution of the problem
of organizing a practical system of accounting, the
writer has used such information as is now available
on the general subject of the investment trust. Such
information was found in a few books of recent publi-
cation, some magazine and newspaper articles, and
many reports issued by investment trusts in the United
States and in Great Britain, as well as the study re-
cently made by Attorney General Ottinger. (4 ) Some
valuable information wps also collected directly from
the offices of investment trusts visited.
So that the reader will fully appreciate the use
of the system that will be presented, a resume' of in-
vestment trust principles, organization, management
and business operations is given in the first three
sections of this paper. In the last part of this
thesis the writer presents a constructive plan for
investment-trust accounting based upon approved
(4) Ottinp^er, Albert, Attorney General, State of
Tew York. Investment Trusts. A Survey made in 19^7.
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principles of accounting and auditing. The pro-
cedures outlined have been approved by the officials,
of existing trusts, who have had the experience
necessary to qualify them for passing Judgment on
investment trust matters.
"Oefinition of an investment trust , An in-
vestment trust is an organization of investors who
have combined their funds for the purpose of purchas-
ing a wide variety of securities, scientifically
selected by skilled management; to insure safety of
principal through diversification; to assure a de-
pendable income; (5) and to profit by capital
appreciation, but without assuming a controlling
interest in the companies whose securities are
purchased.
The purchase of new issues and the financing
of new companies is not the true function of an in-
vestment trust. This ia the work of the financing
company or of the investment banker.
Leland ?.ex Robinson gives the following
definition: "An investment trust is an organization
by means of which the funds of many investors, whether
in lar^e or small amounts, are jointly invested in a
(5) Answers to Questions about an Investment
Trust. International Securities Trust of America,
19£6, p. 1.
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wide variety of securities". (6) Fe has given a
definition in which he adds . . . safety of
principal is attained in diversification, while no
control, or directive responsibilities, result from
investment". (7)
The British investment trusts conform to these
definitions as well as do the true general manage-
ment investment trusts in the United States. It
must te remembered, hov/ever, that frequently, in
magazine articles, in newspapers, and in various re-
ports, holding companies and financing companies are
classed as investment trusts; a clear-cut distinction
is seldom made.
Investment trusts distinguished from other
businesses which handle investments . -- The term
"investment trust" has unfortunately been used to
include e p-reat variety of organizations, both in
Shirope and in the United States, which are not truly
investment trusts, but merely perform, incidentally,
some of the functions of such trusts while carrying
on a banking, insurance, or financing business.
Some companies are frequently termed investment
(6) Robinson, L. H. American Contributions in
the development of the Investment Trust. Trust
Companies i^agazine, Oct. 19£5, p. 463.
17) Robinson, L. R. Investment Trust Or,eraniz-
ation and idanagemcnt
,
p. 5.
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trusts, when tliey are nothing more nor less than
holding companies organized to control certain
industrial or public utility corporations.
There are many examples of companies vrhich carry
on an investment "business but are to be distinguished
from investment trusts. Holding companies, such as
the Massachusetts Utilities Investment Trust vrhich
controls a group of gas and electric companies through
stock ovmership, (8) are not investment trusts because
they control other companies and at the ss-me time do
not intentionally diversify their holdings. The
I[ational Public Service Corporation, The Associated
5as and Electric Corporation, and The United Light
and Power Company ere other examples of this type of
organization. Financing companies v/hich partake
somewhat of the nature of investment trusts are those
which have been sometimes called "financing investment
trusts", "promoting investment trusts", and "Continen-
tal investment trusts". They can be readily dis-
tinguished from true investment trusts in that they
more or less intimately control the enterprises in
v/hich they invest. It is their chief purpose to bring
about the success of their subsidiary operating com-
panies.
(3) Poor's Manual. Public Utility Section,
p. 1997.

Insurance companies, trust companies, and "banks
use a lar^e portion of their funds in investinp in
securities of other companies, "but their functions
are varied. They do not restrict their operations
to the business of investing for the benefit of the
stockholders.
One other type of company which requires mention
at this point is the "stock conversion", "trustee
certificate", or "bankers share" company. Dr.
Robinson formerly treated this type as not belonging-
to the investment trust group, because it is not an
active organization. 19) The portfolio, in this type
of trust, can not be changed by the organizers nor
by the trustees. Such a compan,y resembles an invest-
ment trust in that the holdings may be diversified,
in that the holdings do not represent a controlling
interest in any company whose securities it owns,
and in that t>ie chief purpose of the business is to
irvet't for the benefit of the share-holders. The
chief difference lies in the inability of the manage-
ment to realize capital profits by takinp advantage
of market trends, which a skilled investor or a
(9) Robinson, L. H. Investment Trust Organization
and Management, p. £64. (In his article in the Pro-
ceedings of the American Institute of i^anking, June
19^:8, he classifies this type as a "unit series type
of investment trust".
)
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general management investment trust would do. (10)
Diversified 'x'rustee Shares is an example of the
conversion trust, while the International Securities
Corporation of America and the Second International
Securities Corporation are examples of ^r. Robinson's
general management investment trusts.
Both these types of trusts, as well as certain
financing and holding companies are classified in
the financial and daily papers under the one heading --
investment trusts. This plan is usually followed by
The Annalist, Commerce & i'inance, Bank & 'iiiotation
Record, I^ew York Herald Tribune, and The ',7all Street
Journal. The Kew York Times lists the holding and
financing companies in the Investment Trust column
but under a special sub-heading. The Journal of
Commerce and the l ew York j^^ening Post use four
divisions under the general heading of Investment
Trust - General lianagement, Specialized Llanagement,
li'ixed or Limited Management, and Holding and i<'inan-
cial Companies. It is not the purpose of this paper
to decide just where the line of demarcation, be-
tween investment trusts and other companies closely
resembling investment trusts, shall be drawn.
(10) Robinson, L. R. loc. cit.
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It seems that it would be quite proper to include
under the name "investment trusts" all organizations
conforming to the definition, given at the beginning
of this writing, which does not describe specifically
the method to be employed in managing the portfolio.
The principle of diversification * The
greater the number of securities owned, if they have
been chosen with reasonable care, the greater is the
chance of avoiding loss on the whole, and at the same
time, the greater is the chance of averaging a
liberal income from both dividends and market appreci-
ation. (11) The investor who buys 50 different
securities, wisely chosen, has 50 chances to make a
profit while the one who invests in but one security
has only one chance. Statistics show that a certain
number of securities considered good at a given time
eventually depreciate in value, cease paying dividends,
and even become worthless while the average of a large
number of securities would show a substantial profit
to the investor owning an equal number of each of
these securities. Diversification of investments is
one method of applying the law of averages, ay
scientific selection of securities which seem certain
to pay substantial dividends and to show, over a
(11) The Investment Trust. United States fiscal
Corporation, 50 isroadway, Kew York, 1927. p. 6,
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period of time, oonsiderable market appreciation the
law of averages operates by making certain a re-
sulting substantial profit on the whole. (12)
'i'he investment trust, through the accumulation
of funds from a large number of investors may
diversify to a much greater extent than is possible
for the average investor with a limited amount of
capital, a limited amount of time to study securities,
and a limited amount of scientific knowledge of in-
vestment conditions. (13) The investor in investment
trust shares is thus enabled to "place his eggs in
more than one basket even though he has only one egg".
jiAiropean investment trusts generally invest in
from £00 to 500 or more different securities origin-
ating in different industries in many different
countries. (14) They place no restrictions upon the
management except as to the proportion of the capital
which may be placed in the securities of an enter-
prise or a geographical sub-division.
The following table shows the distribution of
investments, in 19LL, of the Investment Trust Gorp-
(12) Grayson, T. J. Investment Trusts, p. 6.
(13) Williams, M. H. Investment Trusts in America,
p. 2.
(14) Fash, i3, D. Investment Banking in Jfingland,
p. 95. Also Moulton, H. U. The ij'inancial Organization
of Society, p. 248.
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oration (Ltd.), a British investment trust (Taken
from United States Trade Information Bulletin
Number 38, 1923.):
Bonds and notes of railv/ays in the U.S.A. 13.5,^
Guaranteed and preference shares of rail-
ways in the U.S.A. 3.2^
Common shares of rail^rays in the U.S.A. 1.1^
Bonds, debenture stocks, and guaranteed
and preference shares of rail"ways
other than in the U.S.A. 22*0%
Ordinary shares of railways other than
in the U.S.A. 2,0%
Total Railways 41 •8^
Bonds, debenture stocks, and guaranteed
and preference shares of other
companies 32.6^
Ordinary stocks and shares of other
companies 6.6^
Foreign and colonial State and City loans 3.2^
British Grovernment securities 15.3.^
Total 100.0^
The Investment Trust Corporation, Limited has
632 investments distributed as follows: (15)
Percentage of
Valuation
British Government Securities 4.4^
Railways, Including Street Railv/ays 29.3^
Telephone, Gas, Electric Lighting
and other Public V/orks 15.4^
( continued
)
(15) Tne Investment Trust Corpor^^ tion , Ltd.
Directors* Report for the year ended May 1, 1928.
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Commercial and Industrial 27,5^
Trust Companies, etc. Q»6%
Foreign Government and Municipal
Loans 9,6%
Steel, Goal and Iron 5.2^
Total i60,d^
The Second International Securities Corporation
has adopted, through its directors, investment
regulations which require definite diversification. (16)
An ideal distribution of investments is main-
tained by the International Securities Corporation. U7'
)
According to territorial distribution the portfolio
on November 30, 1927 shov?ed
United States and possessions 29.789^
British Empire 1.373^
Central & South America 7.629^
Continental Europe 57.412,^
Asia 3.297^
Total 100.000^
According to type of securities the portfolio
showed the following classification:
Bonds
Governmental 37.519^
Transportation 3.310^
(continued
)
(16) ITew York Evening Post. "Investor "column,
November 20, 1926.
(17) International Securities Corporation. Report
of ITovember 1927.
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Public Utility 8.191%
Industrial 13^578^
Agricultural Bank 7.755^
Commercial Bank 3,522^
Land Association 2»326^
Extractive Industries 1>716^
Total bonds 78,517^
Preferred Stocks
Transportation 0»376^
Public Utilities 0,528^
Industrials 2,104^
Banks and Trust Companies 0^002^
Investment Organizations 0.197^
Extractive Industries 0. 046/^
Total preferred stocks 3.253^
Common Stocks
Transportation 0»335^
Public Utilities
Industrials 1.009%
Banks and Trust Companies 1.370^
Insurance Companies 0.003^
Extractive Industries 0.296%
Total common stocks . 3»114^
Other Funds
Bankers* Acceptances 0.031^
Treasury Hotes 3.860^
(continued
)
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Cash
Total other funds
Grand total
11 > 225^
15.116^
100>000^
Classification of inYestment trusts * In Great
Britain vre find two general classes of investment
organizations listed cs investment trusts: (13)
1. Those v/hich act as financing, holding, and
promoting companies, and
2. Those which restrict their activities to in-
vestment of funds in seasoned securities.
They have been cl&ssified by American v/riters in
V£^rious vrays, four of v/hich are outlined below:
I Classified as to groups - (19)
!• Groups of professional investment trust
managers, v/hose interests entirely
center in this field,
2. Firms of investment consultants, v/ho
operate investment trusts in addition
to their investment advisory work.
3. Issuing and investment banking houses
v/hich have gone into the investment
trust business.
4. Banks and trust companies and their
associated security companies*
(18) Ottinger, Albert. Investment Trusts. A survey
,
p. 7.
(19) Ibid., p. 9-10.
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II Classified as to capital set-up - (20)
1, "Jixed* or "limited management" invest-
ment trusts, which raise capital by
issuing certifier, tes,
2, Management investment trusts which
issue only shares.
3, Management investment trusts which
issue more than one class of security,
or, (21)
1, Statutory trust, v/hich owns the portfolio
of the trust.
2, Contrt^ctual trust, whose portfolio is
ovmed by the certificate holders.
(a) Fund trust, whose portfolio is
owned in common by the certifi-
cate holders.
(b) Unit share trust, where the port-
folio consists of identical units.
III Classified as to legal forms - (22)
1. Corporate form of trust, vvhich operfites
under general state incorporation acts.
2. Trust indenture fonn, vvhich appoints a
(20) Ibid., p. 13-19.
(21) Fov/ler, J. P., Jr. op. cit., p. 31.
(22) Ottinger, Albert, op. cit., p. 30-38.
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trustee who issues trust certifi-
cates for the securities deposited
with him»
3, Massachusetts Trust form, which
operates as a conimon lav/ trust.
Classified as to nature of portfolio -
1, Bonds
2, Stocks
3, Stocks and bonds
4, Limited diversification
(a) As to territory
(b) As to industry

Organization and I^Tana^ement
Organization * — The suitability of a plan of
organization depends upon the specific type of
investment trust, and upon the extent of its
operations.
An ideal organization is outlined by the
International Securities Trust of America (now
International Securities Corporation of Ajnerica), (l)
This plan of organization vrould be suitable for an
investment trust which is internotional in scope
and is doing an enormous volume of business. On
pages 19 and 20 are reproductions of charts out-
lining the general organization and the detail of
the administre tive departments.
Investment trusts v/hich depend entirely upon
outside investment services need not maintain
statistical orgenizations. (2) The study which
has been made shows that a majority of the invest-
ment trusts now operating depend upon outside
(1) Five Years of drov/th and Progress. Inter-
national Securities Trust of America, 1921-1926, p. 12-14.
(2) Fov^ler, J. F. , Jr. American Investment Trusts,
p. 198.
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investment services. The organization chart of
the International Securities Trust of America
provides for a complete organization, but shows
that the statistical department is maintained
"by the fiscal agent.
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A simple plan of organization is shov/n below.
As it is possible of infinite expansion it is ideal
for a growing organization. It may be adapted to
either a small or a large concern.
Organization Gliart
701{TFOLIO 4'f,4VA-^£'7{
S TOC K'HOLD £7^5
MKD OP piK^CTO'R^
D£/\ r
1
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Managenient, British experience has taught
that the secret of successful management lies in the
judicious adjustment of the portfolio in accordance
with market conditions. Therefore, within certain
limitations, the directors are allowed to manage the
portfolio according to their own judgment by buying
and selling at such times as they believe such action
is advisable for the best interests of the trust. (3)
The earlier trusts were so conservatively managed
that they v/ere able to pass through periods of depres-
sion v7ithout passing dividends. They built up large
reserves - mainly secret reserves - so that the
securities held were able to stand a grea.t amount of
market depreciation v/ithout resulting in the impair-
ment of capital. Management has been independent of
banking and financing institutions so that the
directors and managers of the portfolio have not
been influenced by interests other than the success
of the trust with which they are charged* (4) Account
ants and lawyers have usually been chosen to manage
the trusts.
V/e find in the United States a variety of manage-
ment orgs.nizations and management policies. In the
(3) Robinson, L. R. Investment Trust Organization
and ?.!anageraent
, p. 203,
(4) Ibid., p. 204.
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trust form of organization the trustees are charged
T^ith the management, vrhile in the corporation form
the burden of management is placed upon the directors.
Bankers, brokers, accountants, and financial advisors
are usually appointed to manage our investment trusts.
The duties, rights, restrictions, and limita-
tions of the managers of the portfolio are usually
specifically set forth in the instrument which estab-
lishes the trust.
The management of trust funds should accomplish
three purposes: (5)
1. Safeguard the principal against loss.
2. Make income certain and regular.
3. Increase the income or principal or both.
The weakness or the strength of the trust de-
pends upon the management upon whose shoulders falls
the burden of properly selecting t\nd changing
securities for the portfolio. (6)
Raising of capital
. The British investment
trusts raise capital by selling ordinary and pre-
ferred shares and debentures. There may be several
(5) The Investor's Problem. United States Fiscal
Corporation, 50 3road\7ay, New York. p. 3.
(6) T/illiams, M. H. Investment Trusts in America,
p. 35-36,
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kinds of each of these. At the present time about
one-third of the capital is raised "by the ordinary
shares rvhile the remainder is raised by preferred
shares and debentures. The increasing cost of money
tends to reduce the cimount of borrowed capital. The
par value of the stock is kept lov/ to attract the
small investors. The preferred stock is usually
cumulative, non-participating and preferred in other
respects over ordinary shares, and pays dividends
from 4 to 5-g- per cent.
The articles of associr.tion always limit the
amount of capitf.l to be raised by the issue of
debenture stock. Other forms of borrowing are seldom
used. The debenture stock has an advantage over
collateral trust bonds in that the former permits the
issuing company to change its investments - the lien
on the investment securities being a floating one.
Increments to capital are generally obtained in
flotations in lump sums at stated times, (7)
A few British investment trusts are listed be-
low to show their capital structure, (8)
(7) Robinson, L. R. op. cit. , p. 71.
(8) Handbook for Investors, F. G. Ifethieson &
Sons, London, 1928, p. 225-234.
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Outstanding Stock - 1928
Company Deferred Preferred Debenture
or Common
Alliance Investment £ 200,000 £ 600,000 £ 202,695
American Investment
& General 750,000 750,000 750,000
Army & ITavy Invest. 200,000 360,000 *400,000
Bankers* Investment 900,000 900,000 *900,000
British Investment 900,000 1,550,000 1,633,550
British Stea-nship
Investment 1,800,000 300,000 *200,000
Foreign & Colonial
Investment 1,550,000 ----- 1,250,000
Guardian Investment 500,000 500,000 * 500,000
Investment Trust
Corporation 1,250,000 1,375,000 2,000,000
Rubber Plantations
Investment 2,250,000 ----- -----
U.S. Debenture Corp. 525,000 1,050,000 1,207,500
* Perpetual Debenture Stock.
Tv/o methods of raising capital are in use: (9)
1, Making occasional flotations, as is
practiced by the British trusts, or
2. "Feeding" out securities to the public as
the demand will assimilate them.
The latter method is quite often used in the
United States because the investors are just beginning
to learn the advantages of investment trusts. After
(9) Williams, M. H. op. cit., p. 19.
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the financial standing of the trust is established
and becomes familiar to the public, occasional
flotations will be less costly and can be resorted
successfully. (lO)
There is little uniformity in the matter of
capital structure. This is largely dependent upon
the chrracter of the trust. Fixed trusts raise all
capital by issuing trust shares, ^.vhile the manage-
ment types of trusts issue bonds, preferred stock
and common stock, or only common stock*
(10) Robinson, L. R. op. cit., p. 71.

Nature of the Accounts of an Investment Trust
Business transac tions > — Tlie "business transactions
of a typical investment trust are few in number com-
pared with those of other fine^ncial and investment
"businesses. The raising of capital is undoubtedly
the most important of its transactions, but when this
part of its business is turned over to its fiscal
agent very little bookkeeping is required in this
connection — the entire issue of stock is disposed
of by one transaction. This now leaves the buying
and the selling of investment securities and the
collection of dividends on such securities as the
main source of bookkeeping records to be kept by the
trust. Consequently, cash is received and paid.
Securities are bought and sold. About the only other
class of transactions, 7/hich '7ill require the at-
tention of the accountant in the installation of an
accounting system, is the incurring of expenses
the cost of operations.
Sources of income . The income is derived from
five sources:
1. Interest on bonds held, (l)
(1) The Voice of Authority on the Investment
Trust. American Pounders Trust, p. 13.
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2. Dividends on stocks held, (2)
3, Profits made in changing investments, (3)
4, Interest on loans and bank balances.
5. Sale of stock dividends and stock rights.
These are the only sources of income of the
investment trust when carrying on business only as
such. !:ost of the British, and some of the American,
companies carry on other lines of business in ad-
dition to the purely investment business. They may
act as fiscal agents for other trusts; they may act
as trustees for private est£.tes; or they may even
act as promoters for other corpore. tions. (4) In
case such other lines of business are carried on by
the trust additional sources of income will begin
to appear.
Expenses . — Cost of management in England in
some instances may consist of a lump sum payment for
"directors* fees", or it may consist of a payment
of an amount calculated as a per cent of the capital,
or the trust agreement may provide that a percentage
be appropriated to defray expenses and that the remaining
(2) The Voice of Authority on the Investment
Trust, loc. cit.
(3) Robinson, L. R. The Investment Trust. Re-
prints by American Founders Trust, p. 14.
(4) Robinson, L. R. Investment Trust Organization
and Management, p. 160.
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balance shall accrue to the credit of the direct-
ors. (5)
The usual expenses incurred in connection T/ith
operations are fees to trust corapciny or directors' or
trustees' fees, legal costs, auditors* fees, manage-
ment expenses (management fee or officers' salaries),
rent, stationery and other office expenses, office
salaries, commissions and brokerage fees, taxes (income,
state franchise, property, transfer), interest on loans
and brokerege accounts, cost of exercising rights, and
miscellaneous expenses (advertising, telephone, postage,
investment services, repairs and alterations, cleaning,
insurance, safe-deposit rentals, printing, etc.)*
Assets . -- The assets for which accounts will be
opened upon the books of an investment trust are few
in number, in the case of most of the trusts now
operating, due to the fact that very little equipment
is necessary to carry on operations. About the only
fixed asset is Office Furniture. The most important
of the current assets is that of the Investments or
Portfolio. The follov/ing outline is an analysis of
assets which an accountant may expect to find:
Current assets -
Cash
On hand in the office
Undeposited ct sh
(5 ) Ibid. , p. 161.
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Petty Cash fund
On deposit in banks
Portfolio
Bonds, stocks (common, preferred), stock-
rights, and scrip dividends
Deposited for collateral
On hand in safe
On hand in an outside depository
Purchased but not yet received
Delivered to broker for sale
Accrued Income
Dividends receivable
Declared on stock held on date of such
declaration, but not yet received
Bond interest receivable
On bonds held on interest dete
Bond coupons (matured)
Attached to bonds
Clipped
Interest receivable
On bank and brokerage balances
Fixed Assets -
Office furniture (when furniture is not rented
along with the office)
Other fixed assets, such as buildings, Trill
undoubtedly be added to the balance sheets
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in the future when the trusts "becoine large
enough to v/arrant the erection or pur-
chase of buildings of their o"TO.
Deferred charges . —
Prepaid items
Rent, advertising, financial or invest-
ment services
Bond discount
Excess of face value, of oonds issued,
over selling price
Organization and financing expenses
Unanortized costs of organizing and
financing the trust
Liabilities . The current obligations will con-
sist of the following:
Accounts payable
Due for furniture, office supplies, adver-
tising and other minor bills
Due brokers and banks for securities pur-
chased, commissions, and other charges
notes and loans payable
For temporary use to take advantage of favor-
able market conditions (6)
(6) "Heavy bank borrowing by investment trusts is
objectionable Among British investment trusts
ratios of bank borrowing are commonly held v/ithin 10%
of issued capital and reserves, and such borrov/ing is
purely for temporary purposes."
Ottinger, A. Investment Trusts, A Survey^ p. 21.
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Dividends payable
Declared on stock outstanding, payment to be
made after the close of the fiscal period.
Accruals (7)
Accrued interest payable
On notes and open accounts payable
Accrued taxes
State and Federal
Accrued investment service fees
Yifhen outside investment services are
employed
Fixed liabilities are usually limited to bonds
payable
•
Reserves * — Secret reserves and the necessity
for reserves is discussed in detail in the section on
accounting problems peculiar 1:0 an investment trust.
The three reserves ^ziven in the outline below Y/ill be
provided for in the chart of accounts, also to be
given in a later section.
Reserve for depreciation of office furniture
This account doss not differ in any respect from
such a reserve provided for by any other type of
business. It simply provides for the gradual
(7) "Correct accounting principles require the
proper consideration of accruals ~hen the books e re to
be closed. !» Todman, P. S. Wall Street Accounting, p. 154,
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writing dcvm of the book vc-lue of furniture
and other office appliances.
Reserve for "bond interest
This reserve provides for future bond inter-
est payments. It creates a. reserve to pro-
tect the bond holders - insuring their
interest income.
Reserve for preferred stock dividends
This reserve provides for future dividend
payments on preferred stock.
Capital stock . As previously stated, a
general management trust usually issues either com-
mon shares alone, or both common and preferred shares.
Common capital stock
This includes all stock which is not
preferred. The account by this name shows
this type of stock outstanding. Common
stock may be divided into several classes,
such as, class A, class B, etc.
Preferred capital stock
This represents stock which is preferred in
some respect over the common stock. It
usually is preferred as to dividends up to
a specified rate. There may be several classes
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of preferred stock, bearing probably, differ-
ent rates of dividends*
Surplus * This account represents the excess of
assets over liabilities and capital stock. It may be
divided into several accounts as follows:
Earned surplus
Faid-in surplus
General reserves
Undivided profits

Accounting: Problems Peculiar to an Investment Trust
Valuation of portfolio > — The purpose of a
balance sheet is to show the true financial condition
of a business at a given date, (l)
The most important item on the asset side of the .
balance sheet of an investment trust is its investment
account* The question now arises whether the investment
account of an investment trust should be treated as its
"Merchandise Inventory". The merchandise inventory of
a trading concern, according to approved methods, must
be VElued at cost or market, whichever is lower.
Should this principle be used in the valuation of the
portfolio of the investment trust?
The t',70 cases are very different, as is sho\vn by
the comparison below.
With respect to the inventory of a merchandising
concern:
1. The trsding concern v/hich buys and sells
ordinary merchandise buys such merchandise
with the expectation, in most cases, of
immediately selling, at least a portion of
it, at a price higher than cost so as to
net a profit. It plans to sell as soon
(1) Couchman, C. B. The Balance-Sheet
, p. 3.
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as possible,
2. The stock cannot be sold on a moment' s notice
without a considerable loss. It may take
years before the compp.ny succeeds in actual-
ly disposing of all of it»
3. The stock, until sold, depreciates rather than
appreciates in value,
4. The stock does not pay dividends, to its own-
ers, while awaiting sale on the shelves or
in the warehouse*
5» The stock is kept in storage at considerable
expense, in most c£-ses.
6. It is very difficult to determine the immed-
iate value of ordinary merchandise,
"With respect to the portfolio of an investment
trust:
1, The investment trust does not "deal" in
securities. It does not buy ¥/ith the ex-
pectation of selling immediately at a
higher price,
2, Securities, such as a well managed trust
would hold, can be converted into cash
almost immediately at market price,
3, Securities, which were carefully selected,
are more likely to appreciate than de-
preciftte in value over a period of time.
o Oil
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4» Stocks and "bonds usually pay dividends or
interest ^.Thile they are being held.
5» Securities can be deposited for safekeeping
at a very nominal charge,
5. I'ost securities, such as \vould be held by an
investment trust, have a readily ascertain-
able cash value. The Trust Indenture of
the Investment Trust Fund A organized by
the Investment Managers Company contains
the following provision, v/hich insures
marketability: "The Investment Fund shall
not be invested in the securities of any
corporation:
"Unless at the time of such investment
the securities in v/hich such investment
is about to be made shall be regularly
listed on the Nev; York Stock T^xchange
,
and unless sales of such securities
shall have been recorded on said Ex-
change during each of the twelve months
preceding the date of such investment". (2)
'7ith all these differences there appears to be no
reason why the same principles should apply to the
(2) Smith, E. L. Investment Trust Fund A, p. 24.
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investment account on the balance sheet of an invest-
ment trust as apply to the Merchandise Inventory
account on the balance sheet of a merchandising
concern*
We shall nov/ proceed v/ith the analysis of the in-
vestment account, bearing in mind the fact that the
principles underlying merchandise inventory valuations
are not applicable to security valuations.
The balance sheet should show values* Costs do
not always show vrlues. In fact, values are constant-
ly fluctuating - especially in th'j security markets -
so that ordinarily, at a balance sheet date, a
security purchased, at some prior date, is v/orth either
more or less than it cost, Por example, securities
bought by firm A January 3rd cost it |10,000* Feb-
ruary 3rd firm B bought a similar number of these
securities for $15,000* February 28th the market
value 7;&s |14,000* Would it be logical to show on
A*s balance sheet the •'value" of the portfolio as $10,000
and on 3's a "value" of |14,000, by using the rule of
cost of market, whichever is lov;er? :!hy is B's port-
folio worth 54,000 more than A' s? This is excctly what
a comparison of these two balance sheets would show*
The valuation placed on A' s statement is, indeed, con-
servative, but so is B's, This reasoning plainly shows
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that this method of v&luation is defectiye.
Suppose T7e used "cost" as the basis for showing
this asset on the balance sheet. In fact, this ap-
pears to be the basis used by the majority of invest-
ment trusts studied, (3) In such case the "value"
of these securities on A' s balance sheet \7ould be
shown as SlO.OOO and on B*s as $15,000. The results
are still more misleading, in this case, than in
the application of the rule of cost or market,
whichever is lower. A' s securities are still
conservatively" valued; E's security values are
inflated. A comparison of the balance sheets of
A and of E would be impossible. Even a comparison
of balance sheets of the same company for two
different periods would mean nothing.
Inventory at m.arket . -- "It is possible to
be conservative and at the same tim.e prepare a balanc
(3) "The majority of investment trusts carry
their investments at cost, llutual Investm^ent Com.pany
and a few others carr;>^ their investments at market
value. Federated Capital Corporation carries its
securities *at cost or me.rket, whichever is lower*.
An unusual practice is that represented by Inter-
national Securities Corporation of Ainerica and
Second International Securities Corporatic n vvhich
carry their investments 'at cost less Investment
Reserve'." Fowler, J. P., Jr. American Investment
Trusts, p. 164.
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sheet which will disclose - not hide - favor&ble
changes in market values." (4) Hot only "favorable"
changes but unfavorcble changes, as v^ell, should be
clearly reflected on the balance sheet. The wsy to
disclose the true facts is to shov; on the balance
sheet actual, present, market price. Such price at
any given date will be the same for all bf. lance
sheets as of that date. Book figures should show
cost. At the end of each fiscal period an adjusting
entry may be made, to bring such figures up to mar-
ket value, by opening tv/o special general ledger
accounts for the purpose of preparing the balance
sheet
:
Appreciation on Securities Owned - $4,000
Surplus - Market Appreciation
on Securities Ov/ned |4,000
This entry should be reversed after closing the
ledger. The debit item will be added to the book
inventory, v;hich is carried at cost. The credit item
should be shc^vn as a separate item in the surplus
section of the balance sheet and it should be plainly
indicated that this item represents the amount of ap-
preciation contained in the amount shown in the
assets as Investm^ent Securities.
(4) Montgomery, R. K. Auditing Theory and
Practice, 4th edition, p. 190.
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TTais method makes a full disclosure of all facts;
which is a test of good accounting practice* (5) E"o
hidden reserve is created to mislead the stockholders
or the public. It is conservative in that the largest
asset item - investment securities - is stated at its
cash value. The unrealized profits are not merged
v/ith earned surplus and so are not made available for
cash dividends.
In case the company should have the misfortune
of getting caught in a severe do^wnward trend of
prices at the time of the balance sheet, so that its
portfolio has a total market value of less than its
total cost the adjustment would have to be made as
follows:
Surplus - llarket Depreciation on
Securities CH-med - -- -- -- -$4,000
Depreciation on Securities Owned $4,000
The debit item will be treated on the balr-nce
sheet as a deduction from Surplus. The credit v/ill
be deducted from the Securities account so that the
market value only v;ill be shovm on the balance
sheet.
(5) John F. Fowler, Jr. comjnents upon this method
(suggested by the author in a former v/riting, and
again shown here) as follows: "Perhaps a more practical
solution is to publish simultaneously both the cost
valuation and the market valuation and let the investor
draw his own conclusions*, op. cit,, p. 165.
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Some accountants mig-ht suggest that this
amount (depreciation) should be charged to profit
and loss. If this were done it would necessitate
the adjustment of all security accounts in the
securities ledger so they would tie in with the
controlling account. This would te a useless task,
as most of these securities, if they were wisely
chosen, will again recover upon the return of a
normal or a bull market, jnirthermore , no profit
nor loss can result until title to the security
has been transferred. (6)
Treatment of profits and losses resulting
from changing investments . ijritish investment
trusts follow one of two methods of disposing of
the profits arising from changing investments.
One method is to credit a reserve account for the
amount of the profit so realized, charging Profit
and Loss at the same time so that the net income
will not include such profits. (7) *rhe other
method is to credit such profit against cost of
raising- new capital, (b) The balance of the
profit not so applied is credited to the invest-
(6) Montgomery, R. H. Auditing Theory and Practice,
<;nd edition, p. 555. Also Es^juerre', P. J, Applied
Theory of Accounts, p. c63.
(7) Robinson, L. R. British Investment Trusts.
U. S. Trarie Information Bulletin ¥o. 88, p. 3£.
(8) Ibid., p. 19.
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ment account, thereby reducing the apparent cost,
or value, of its investment holdings.
by the use of either of the above methods the
profits on turnover of investments are not reflect-
ed by the Profit and Loss Statement. (9) An
"inner" reserve is thereby created the amount
of which is not kncvn to the public. The payment
of taxes on such gains is avoided, as they need not
be reported as income, by investment trusts, if
they are not made available for dividend purposes. (10)
(As will be explained later, this is not true in
the United States. )
ianks have been known to write off depreciation
on securities held, crediting such depreciation
directly to the investment account. This is poor
policy as shown by the folloiving illustration:
A security was purchased for ^i^lOOO; over a
period of four years depreciation amounting to §^200
was written off. The security was then sold for
^'950. The books showed a gain of vl50 which was
attributed to the skillful handling of investments
by the officers, whereas, actually a loss of Si550
(9) Robinson, L. H. Investment Trust Organiz-
ation and IviSnagement
,
p. ISc.
(10) Ottinprer, A. Investment Trusts. A Survey,
p. 87.
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was sustained due to unskillful investment operations
Some investment trusts have adopted the method
of debiting the investment account for the cost of
the securities purchased and crediting this account
for the proceeds of the sale of investment securities
The fallacy of such a procedure can be readily seen
from the following illustrations:
Securities were purchased for ^50,000; later
half of these were sold for 0^0,000. This resulted
in reducing the book value of the remaining secur-
ities to 5^0,000. A secret reserve for ^5,000 was
thereby created. An actual profit was made, of
which the stockholder or shareholder should have
notice, it was real income which, in the United
States, must be reported according to the ]?ederal
Income Tax Law. (11) On the other hand, had these
same securities been sold for ?320, 000 the remaining
securities would stand on the books at ^330, 000,
shov/ing a value of hJ5,000 over cost or vlO,000
over market value.
'.Yhenever a sale is made a profit or a loss
results, unless the purchase price and the sale
price are exactly the same. Such gain or loss
(11) Internal revenue Act of 19c6. Hegula-
tion 69 Relating to the Income Tax. Section £13,
p. 10, also see Section 233 (a) p. 16£.
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should be reflected on the booics of the trust, if
the bookkeeping records are to serve their purpose
fully.
Another problem arises when securities of the
same kind are purchased at varying prices, and some
of these are sold, i^'or what amount shall we credit
the investment accourt? Three answers have been
given, or at least, three methods of handling the
situation have been put into practice: ?irst,
credit the investment account with the selling
price; second, credit it with the average cost;
and third, apply the sale, at the cost price, to
the earliest purchases, unless definite application
can be made against the identical securities
purchased.
The following e:xample will be used to illus-
trate these three methods:
Transactions affecting the A. 13. C. Company,
Common Stock account:
January 5, 1917 Jiought 100 shares at 100.
July 6, 1927 Bought 50 shares at b8.
Wovember 1, 19L7 liought £00 shares at 110.
January 5, 1928 Sold 50 shares at 11£. These
were bought November 1, 1927 at 110.
January 6, 1928 Sold 100 shares at 115. These
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were bought January 5, 19£7 at 100.
Show balance of the account Jrnuary 6, 19<;8 -
after the sale made on that date,
'i'he account below shows the application of the
first method; namely, crediting the investment
account for the selling price of securities sold:
A. B. C. Company, Common otock
19£7 1928
Jan. 5 Cost of 100 Jan. 5 Sold 50 sh.
bought l^ov.
shares g 100 10,000. 1 Q 112 5,600.
Jul. 6 Cost of 50 Jan. 6 Sold 100 sh.
bought Jan.
shares a 88 4,400. 5 S 115 11,500.
Fov. 1 Cost of 200 Jan. 6 Lalance 19,200.
shares a 110 2£, 000.
36,400. 36,400,
By the use of this method, it will be noted, no
profit is reflected by the books. As an actual pro-
fit has been made, it must be reported for income tax
purposes. (12) To complete these figures it would be
necessary to keep a separate record to obtain, at the
end of the fiscal period, the correct amount of income.
The account at the top of the next page shows
the application of the second method; namely, credit-
(12) Sherwood, J. Income Tax Accounting. An
Interpretation of the 1924 Revenue Act, p. 33,
'4
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inp the investment account with the average cost of
the shares owned imnediately prior to each sale:
A. C, Company, Common Stock
1927 19£8
Jan. 5 100 shares 10,000. Jan. 3 50 shares
& 104 5, £00.
July 6 50 shares 4,400. Jan. 6 100 shares
Q 104 10.400.
Kov. 1 £00 shares ££,000. Jan. 6 Balance £0,800.
i56,400. 56,400.
This method conforms with the opinion of
Montgomery, who says, in his 19£7 Income Tax Pro-
cedure, "'Then different purchases of the same issue
of stock are made the actual result is an averap-e
cost". But he continues ty saying, "There are
difficulties in the application of the average
rule when the certificates for the shares can be
identified "because there may te an actual intention
on the part of the taxpayer to separate the trans-
actions". (13) It seems though that, in fact, it
makes no difference whether it is the intention of
the stockholder to sell from his first purchase or
from any other, because the shares remaining after the
(13) Montgomery, R. H. 19£7 Income Tax procedure,
p. 441 - 44E.
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sale, regardless as to which ones they may be, have
the same value as the ones sold. In the example
given on the preceding page the value of the 500
shares remaining immediately after the sale of 50
shares on January S, 19£8 was ^33,600 (200 @ 11£).
It would have made no difference whether the 5
shares sold had been purchased July 6, 19H7 at 88
or ^;ovember 1, 19c7 at 110; all these shares on
January 2, 19£8 were worth, at market, flllE each.
The gain of ^1,500 has been credited to profit
and loss.
To show the application of this method where
sales and purchases are made alternately the follow-
ing example is given:
Date Ko. of Shares Price Average Amount
19'cd Bot. Sold lial. Cost Lot. Sold i^alance
1/2 100 100 100 100 10.000 10.000.
2/5 50 50 110 100 5,000 5,000.
7/6 50 100 88 4,400 9,400.
8/1 50 50 114 94 4,700 4,700.
11/1 200 250 110 22,000 26,700.
11/9 50 200 115 106.80
I
5,240 21,360.
12/30 200 -0- 116 106.80 21,260 - -
The "average cost" is obtained by dividing the
"amount balarce" by the "number of shares balance"
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remairing imrnediately precedir.f? the sale for which
the average cost is sought. i?'or example, tiie avexage
cost used in recordirig the sale or August 1 was
arrived at by dividing $'9,400 (amount balance) by
100 (number of shf^res balance ). The average cost
used in recording the sale on November 9 was found
by dividing v,>£6,700 by 150, Likewise, the average
cost for the last sale ("Oecember SO) was found by
dividing «5i:l,360 by 200.
It should be noted that by the use of this
method the account will exactly balance when the
last share is sold, iiy the use of the first method
a credit balance will remain if the securities were
sold at a profit, while a debit balance will remain
if a loss was sustained.
The illustration below shows the application of
the third method:
A. B. C. Company, Common Stock
__
Jpn. 5 100 sh. 10.000. Jan. 5 50 sh. y> 110 5,500.
Jul. 6 50 sh. 4,400. Jan. 6 100 sh. 100 10,000.
Kov. 1 '^00 sh. HJi.OOO. Jan. 6 Balance 20,900.
36,400. 56,400.
The gain of ^1,600 has been credited to profit
and lose.
r
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In this example we find that a total of 350 shares
were purchased during 19£7 for ^36,400, Therefore the
cost per share - the entire g-roup beinp taken as a
unit - was s?104. There remaired on hand of these
shares on January 6, l^tS a total of EOO shares.
At ^104 these would show a total coet of 3^0,800.
Only the second method shows this result in the ac-
count itself.
The following has teen taken from a recent pub-
lication on i^'e'^eral income taxation: " • . . . sales
or dispositions of bonds and other securities are
assumed to exhaust the bonds or securities in the
chronological order of their acquisition. Under no
circumstances may the prices of securities be
averaged," fl4) Ko reason is given for this state-
ment. It was based, apparently, upon the fact that
the j'ederal Income Tax Department prescribes the
method sufrpested in the above quoted parajp'raph.
The writer of this thesis, however, has found that,
at least one company (15) reports its income, cal-
culated by the averae'e method, on turnover, and
that such reports are accepted by the Income Tax De-
partment on the basis that the method is logical
and is being consistently followed by the reporting
company.
(14) Klein, Joseph J. Federal Income Taxation, p. 34
(15) American founders Corporation, 50 Pine
Street, lew York City.
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DistrllDut ion of profits . It has been the
policy of successful x^ritish investment trusts to
te very conservative in the distribution of
profits. (16) 40 per cent, or even more, of the net
earnirpB, above the amount required to pay bond
interest and preferred dividends, is plowed back
to increase the earning surplus. (17) It must be
remembered that "net income" as used by these
British investment trusts does not include profits
resulting from the changing" of investments. (18)
However, as such profits are used to meet the
expense of new issues and in writing off discount
on debentures sold, the operating costs and other
deductions from income are reduced, which in turn
serves to increase the net income.
It is not possible to make any general state-
ment as to the proportion of net income distributed
to stockholders in American investment trusts;
first, because of the fact that they are not uni-
form in this particular; second, because most
trusts have been so recently organized that they
are still in an experimental stage; and third,
(16) Grayson, T. J. Investment Trusts, p. y?.
(17) Hobirson, L. H. Some Account irg Problems of
Investment Trusts. Journal of Accountancy, Jan. 19£8,
p. 25.
(18) Williams, LI. H. Investment Trusts in America,
p. 43,
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because so few of the existing trusts have made
public their statements of income. Some allow
all income to accumulate as surplus. Such pro-
visions are made by the Investment litanagers
Company (investment Trust Fund B). (19) On
the other hand, some of the fixed trusts pay
out all income from all sources, after all ex-
penses have been deducted. This procedure is
followed by the AmeriCEn Trustee Share Corpora-
tion. (20) The general tendency, of the
conservative trusts, has been to pay out only a
portion of the net income to stockholders, as
has been the practice of the British companies.
Reserves . — Visible reserves are created by
actual book entries, v/hile secret reserves are
created by the omission of certain book entries,
the charging of asset items to expense accounts,
or the crediting of profits to assets.
As mentioned on a previous page, it has been
the practice of the British trusts to credit to
the investment account gains arising from the
(19) Fowler, J. F. op. cit. , p. 157.
(20) Diversified Data. Published by American
Trustee Share Corporation, New York City, p. 29.
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changing of investments. As e. result of using
such gains to write dorm the investment account
the true market value of the portfolio will he
considerably more than its hook value. The
difference between the book value and the
market value is a secret reserve. This method
of accounting is possible in Greet Britain be-
cause such gains, not being made available for
dividends, are not subject to tax. (21) This
is not the case in this country. Income tax
must be paid on all income whether it is set
aside for dividend purpose or not. "iThenever a
security has been sold at a price above the cost
the difference is a gain and must be reported as
income for tax purposes. (22)
Tnen all gains and their sources are reflected
upon the books a clearer conception of the ability
of the management and the progress of the trust can
be had. The books will also give all the informa-
(21) Robinson, L. R. Some Accounting Problems
of Investment Trusts. Journal of Accountancy,
Jan. 1928, p. 24.
(22) Ibid., p. 24.
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tion necessary for the preparation of the
Gonipany's income tax report.
The International Securities Corporation,
on its Balance Sheet for liIovemDer 30, 1927,
shows reserves set up to secure bond interest
and preferred stock dividends. It also states
that the investment securities are shown at
cost less an investment reserve - the amount
of which is not given. The effect of this
method of treating the reserve on the balance
sheet is similar to a secret reserve, so far
as the public is concerned.
It is a question whether it is necessary to
set up an investment reserve at all. By allow-
ing the Surplus to grow from year to year in
accordance to the extent of the cost of the port-
folio, and restraining the payment of dividends
on common stock a similar effect may be obtained,
A reserve, set up to provide against market
fluctuations is nothing more than a portion of the
Surplus set apart into another account and called
by another name.
It has been argued that a trust's portfolio
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represents its fixed capital and that a reserve
should be set aside to provide for its deprecia-
tion. This is not true of a general management
trust because its investments ere not "fixed".
They are continually being changed as advantage
is being taken of changing market conditions.
Although a secret reserve has its stabil-
izing effect, it would be just as effective if
shov/n openly, provided it i^'ere not made available
for dividends. It prevents the management from
knowing the exact results of its operations and
serves to fool the stockholders and the public as
to the trust* s true worth.
Fluctuations in the value of the securities
held are natural and must be expected. The build-
ing up of the trust's surplus will prevent curtail-
ment of operations during periods of market de-
pression.
The only reserve for fluctuation of market
prices that need be set up is that created at the
end of a fiscal period by writing up the invest-
ment account to market value, reversing the entry
after it has served its purpose on the financial
statements. This has already been discussed in
greater detail in this thesis.
Treatment of cost of raising capital . — It
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has been the British plan to write off the cost of
raising capital against profits on turnover of
securities. In some cases the premium receiTed
from the sale of the common stock of the nev/
trusts has extinguished at the outset the organ-
ization expenses. (23)
The American practice has usually been to
write off such costs against paid-in surplus.
It does not seem that it matters greatly hov/
the cost of raising capital is written off, so
long as it is not carried as an asset from year
to year for too long a time. At any time when
the Surplus — whether paid in or earned — is
sufficiently large to off-set the cost of
raising capital it should be at once so ax^plied.
(23) Robinson, L. R. Investment Trust
Organization and Management, p. 77.

The Accounting System
Chart of accounts* To provide a basis for the
construction of an accounting system the chart of
accounts, given here has heen prepared. It is
sufficiently flexible so that it can he readily re-
vised or ex_3a.nded as new prohlems arise or as the
volume of "business increases. The accounts have been
arranged to facilitate the preparation of financial
statements
.
Should it he desired to keep separate con-
trols for the various types of securities ov/ned the Port-
folio account could he expa.nded; a.s for example,
account 1011 Portfolio - Bonds; account 1012 Port-
folio - Stocks. LikeTsise, accounts 500 and 600 could
he further divided. This would make possible the
preparation of analytical statements shov>/ing the
gain or loss on the various types of securities held
or bought and sold. The information requested by the
statistical department will determine largely the
extent of such subdivision of accounts.
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Chart of Accounts
- Real Accounts -
1. Assets
10. Current
100. Cash
1001. Petty Cash
1002. Call Loans
101. Portfolio
102. Api3reciation on Securities Owned (Dr. )
103. Depreciation on Securities Owned (Cr.
)
104. Accounts Receivable (individual)
105. Notes Receivable
106. Accrued Interest Receivable
107. Accrued Dividends Receivable
11. Fixed
110. Office Furniture
111. Reserve for Depreciation of Office
Furniture
12. Deferred Charges
120. Prepaid Items
121. Bond Discount
122. Capital Stock Discount
123. Organization a.nd Financing Expenses
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2. Liaoilities
20. Current
204. Accounts Payable (individual)
205. iTotes Payable
206. Accrued Interest Payable
207. Dividends Payable
208. Accrued Taxes
209. Miscellaneous Accrued Liabilities
21. ?ixed
210. Bonds
3. Capital
30. Capital Stock
300. Preferred Capital Stock
301. Common Capital Stock
4. Surplus and Undivided x^rofits
40. Surplus
400. Earned Surplus
401. Paid - in Surplus
402. iito,rket Appreciation on Securities O-wned
(Cr.)
403. Llarket Depreciation on Securities
O'wned (Dr.
)
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41. Surplus Reserves
410. Reserve for Bond Interest
411. Reserve for Preferred Stock Dividends
42. Profit and Loss
420, Profit and Loss
421. Undivided Profits
5. Gains
50. Trading
500, Gains on Turnover
51. Income frDni Investment Securities Held
510. Interest on Bonds Held
511. Inco e on Rights Sold
512. Income on Stock Dividends Sold
513. Dividends on Securities Held
52. Other Income
520. Interest on ITotes and Accounts
Receivable
521. Interest on Bank Balances
6. Losses
60. Trading
600. Losses on Turnover
61. Administrative and General Expenses
610, Directors' Fees
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611. Statistical Department Costs
612. Office Salaries
613. Stationery and Other Office liixpenses
614. Officers' Salaries
615. Legal Costs
616. Auditor's Pees
617. Rent
618. Couunissions and Brokerage Fees
619. Taxes
62. Other Expenses
620. Interest on Loans and Brokerage Accounts
621. Interest on Bonds Payable
622. Amortization of Stock Discount
623. Amortization of Bond Discount
624. Miscellaneous iilxpenses
Explanation of Accounts .-" Most of the account names
used on the cha.rt of accounts were taken from the
statements made hy firms of public accountants
from the books of over 100 investment trusts in the
United States.
Each account, as it is explained, will be
supported by one or more references to the balance
sheets or income statements of these trusts. C. P. Keane
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has published a manual on investiiient trusts which
contains a reprint of the balance sheets, income
statements, and other reports of over 150 investment
trusts in the United States. (l)
A fevv of these reprinted reports vvere checked,
hy the v/riter, against the original reports. As
these few were found to te correct the information
contained in these reprinted statements "was freely
used, as will be noted by the foot-note references on
the following pages.
Assets
As previously mentioned, the assets of an
investment trust are chiefly current in their nature.
The balance sheet of the American and Overseas
Investing Corporation, Llarch 51, 1928, (2), shows the
follovjing assets:
"Cash # 34,886
Investments at cost (Market Value
$1,145,587 ) 1,106,954
Due from common stockholders on call 125,000
Accounts Receivable 12,654 «
(1) Keane, C. P. Manual of Investment Trusts, 1928
(2) Ibid., p. 250.
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On the "balance sheets of 150, or more, invest-
ment trusts v/hich the writer studied practically the
only fixed asset listed was that of furniture and
fixtures. One included an item entitled "impr ijvements
to leasehold", (3) and one or more shov/ed ''statistical
equipment" (4) as a part of the assets of the trust.
Most of the trusts also show deferred charges (5)
consisting of unamortized discount on stocks and
"bonds, organization and financing expenses, and
miscellaneous prepayments. (6)
(3) The "balance sheet of United Investors.
Securities Corporation on Decem"ber 31, 1927 showed:
5\irniture, fixtures, and improvements
to leasehold ------------ $7,821.
(4) The "balance sheet of American Founders
Trust (iTov; American Founders Corporation ) Hovem'ber
30, 1927 shows:
Furniture and fixtures and statistical
equipment less reserves ------ §146,075.
(5) The balance sheet of V/isconsin Investment
Company December 31, 1927 shows:
Deferred Charges ------------- ^965.
(6) The balance sheet of American and Overseas
Investing Corporation ilarch 31, 1928 shov/s :
Unamortized discount on bonds ----- i38,052.
Organization expense --------- 2,980.
Prepayments -------------- 870.
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100. Cash This account contains a. summary
of cash transactions. It is debited for the sum of
all cash received and credited for the sum of all
cash paid. The account should shov; a dehit balance,
which represents the amount of cash on hand. This
may be on deposit in the bank (or several banks)
or a ;^.art of it may be on hand in the office undepos-
ited. It should be a rule of every trust that all
cash received should be deposited at the end of the
day on -which it was received. In such case the
balance of cash shown by the Cash account should
exactly equal the deposit on that day.
As this is one of the two most important and
most active accounts it can not be guarded too care-
fully. The accountant should provide a most system-
atic procedure for handling it.
When all cash received is immediately deposit-
ed, it may be desired to carry in the ledger an
account for each bank in which money is deposited.
In such case each bank account so carried would be
debited for all additions to the amount in the
respective banks and credited for all sums withdrawn
from those banks. The balance of each bank account
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will show the amount of cash on deposit in that hank.
The balance sheet of Investors Equity Company, Inc.
ITovemher 30, 1927 shov7s: (?)
"Cash - - - ;;?488,146."
The balance sheet of Old Colony Investment
Trust, February 1, 1928, shows: (8)
"Cash on deposit and a call ----- #3,605,742."
1001. letty Cash Petty payments can best be
ha.ndled by the use of an imprest fund system. The
debit side of this account shov/s the amount of checks
written to reimburse the fund. The credit side shows
the total of petty cash payments made from the fund.
The balance of the account should appear on the debit
side and represents the amount of petty cash in the
fund remaining unexpended on the date the books were
closed.
1002. Call Loans This account shows the balance
due the trust from others on call. It represents
(?) Keane, C. P. op, cit., p. 155.
(8) Ibid., p. 196.
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loans made, on call, from funds that are temporarily
not in use.
The "balance sheet of the Security i/Ianagement
Company, December 31, 1927, shows: (9)
"Call Loans - - -^300,000."
The "balance sheet of Investment Llanagers
Company, Decem"ber 31, 1927, shows: (lO)
"Call Loans - - - 37,100,000."
101. Portfolio - - This account discloses a
summary of the trust's investment operations. In
the system the writer has suggested in this paper it
is de"bited for the cost (ll) of all securities purchas-
ed for investment or for speculation and credited for the
average cost of such securities sold, so that the
"balance will show the cost of securities owned.
A trust '.vhich diversifies its holdings very
widely may desire to keep separate accounts for the
various classifications of securities "bought and
(9) Keane, C. P. op. cit., p. 217.
(10) I"bid.
, p. 422.
(11) Esquerre', P. J. The Applied Theory of
Accounts, p. 283.
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sold. Such record may "be kept by the statistical
department, tut it may also (or in the absence of an
elaborate statistical department) keep separate
controls in the general accounting books for statis-
tical purposes. (This was mentioned on a previous page.
)
For le, should it be desired to keep separate
accounts for bonds, common stocks, and preferred stocks
the Portfolio account (number 101 ) would be divided as
follows:
1011 - Portfolio, Bonds
1011 - Portfolio, Common Stocks
1012 - Portfolio, Preferred Stocks
As was stated in the section on accounting problems
peculiar to an investment trust, there are wide
differences in the various ways in which this account
is being carried on the books of the various trusts.
Most British trusts carry the account at a figure
which stands for neither cost nor market, nor for any-
thing else, for that matter, as it is debited for all
costs of securities purchased and credited for sell-
ing price of securities sold. We could not say that
the difference between the balance of the account and
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the inventory value of the securities owned represents
a. profit or loss "because some of this difference does
not represent realized gain, "but merely market
appreciation of the securities owned. As a rule
American investment trusts carry the securities, owned,
in this account at cost. But here again there is a
lack of uniformity, as the method of arriving at
"cost'* differs, depending upon the accounting proced-
ure followed.
The balance sheet of Massachusetts Investors
Trust, December 31, 1927, shows: (l2)
"Various Securities (at cost) - - - i;?4,754,702.
"
The balance sheet of Mutual Investment Trust,
December 31, 1927, shows: (l3)
"Securities (cost -^390, 51l) at market ^406,222."
The balance sheet of Standard Investing Corpor-
ation, February 29, 1928 shows both market value
and cost. (14) Types of securities are listed as follov/s
(12) Ibid., p. 169.
(13) Ibid., p. 177.
(14) Ibid., p. 226.
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Foreign Bonds (3 divisions as to class)
Domestic Bonds
Domestic Stocks (4 divisions as to country)
Foreign Stocks (10 divisions as to country)
The Federated Capital Corporation shov/s on its
"balance sheet, January 31, 1928: (15)
"Investments (at cost or market whichever
was lower ----------- $2,072,866."
102, Appreciation on Securities Q-^ned (Debit)
This account is used only at f-^e end of t'le fiscal
period for the ourpose of showing the excess market
value of the Portfolio over its cost. The account is
debited for such excess, or arjnrec iat ion, at the
same time that Surplus - Marlcet Apr)reciation on
Securities O-.Tned is credited. On the balance sheet it
is included as a part of the Portfolio, After the
ledger is closed a reversing entry is made closing
this account and also the Surplus - Market ^Appreciation
on Securities Owned account,
(15) Ibid., p. 393.
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The i'utual Investment Trust shows appreciation
on securities on its Statement of Earnings, for the
year ended Decem.her 31, 1927 (16) as a part of its
"net earnings'' and ±l ows that it has been trans-
ferred to "earned surplus". This is an unusual
procedure. It is an accounting principle that mere
appreciation of an asset is not "income" until it
has been sold and the income has been actually real-
ized. Any account that is to be taken of anpreciation
of assets must be ta'^en through the surplus - and
not through t'^e profit and Toss account.
103, Depreciation on Securities Owned — This
account is used as an alternative for account 102
(Appreciation on Securities Owned), It is used only
at the end of the fisca'' period for the purpose of
shov/ing the excess of the cost of the Portfolio
(or its book value) over its market value. The
account is credited for such excess, or depreciation,
at the sam.e tire that Surplus - Market Depreciation
on Securities Owned is debited, V/hen the balance
(16) Ibid., p. 176.
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sheet is prepared the amount (credit balance) sho-.vn
in r.his account is deducted from the Portfolio
account and only the difference, which nov/ renresents
the market value of the Portfolio, is shOY/n among
the assets of the trust. After the ledger is closed
this account is also closed Tdt reversing the entry
made to set it uo on the books.
104. Accounts Rece"'va'bie (Individual) — V/hen
no control account is kent for accounts receivahle
this account will he sn.hstituted by t"-^e individual
accounts of persons owing to the business. Because
of the fact that there will be but a few such accounts,
it will not be necessary to keep any separate ""edger
for accounts receivable. A trust conducting a nurely
investm.ent business wil"" have no occasion to have any
accounts receivable on its books representing "customers*
accounts"; therefore, the group of individuals or
companies v/hose names may appear on the trust *s books
as debits are not to be classed or treated as are the
cus tempers' accounts of a mercantile, manufacturing, or
other company which extends credit to others on open
account for goods or services acce'^ted by them.
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The accounts receix^ab'^e of an investment trust
may consist of:
Cash balances receivable from, brokers (IV)
Items in course of collection (18)
Amounts due for securities sold - not delivered (19)
Should any of fiese items be of considerable
amount they would be classified and listed seoarately
on the balance sheet, rather than as one item
"Accounts Receivable''.
105, Notes Receivable This account shows
amounts due from others on promissory notes or accept-
ances which the trust holds. As the trust sells its
investmient securities through brokers or through banks
there is seldom occasion for it to accept promissory
notes or to drav/ drafts against ot'iers. Loans to
officers, directors, trustees or closely affiliated
com;oanies as principals in the purchase and sale of
(17) The balance sheet of Federated Capital
Corporation, January 31, 1928, shov/s:
"Ov/ing from, brokers for sales of
securities - -- -- -- -- S.:546,926."
(18) T'-ie balance street of American Pounders
Corporation, November 30, 192S, sho';7S:
"
. . . . and Items in Course of
Collection - - - - $440,885.79"
(19) The balance sheet of International Secur-
ities Corporation of Am.erica, November 30, ""927, shows:
"Due for Securities sold - not deMvered - - |20,709.76"
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securities is "bad practise. (20)
The balance sheet of P. L, Andrev;s Investment
Trust, DecemlDer 31, 19:27, shows: (21
)
"Notes Receivable - - - :|130,000."
The balance sheet of Bankers Investment Trust
of America, February 29, 1928, shows: (22)
"Notes Receivable ------- ^11,710."
The balance sheet of Vvisconsin Investment
Company, December 31, 1927, shov/s : (23)
"Notes Receivable ---------- $3,105."
106. Accrued Interest Receivable — This account
after the proper adjustments have been made, shows
the interest that has accrued in favor of the trust
on interest-bearing securities - and probably on
notes receivable. .Vhen the amount on notes receivabl
(20) Ottinger, A. Investment Trusts. A sur-
vey, p. 5.
(21) Keane, C. P. op. cit., p. 51.
(22) Ibid. p. 55.
(23) Ibid. p. 238.
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is considerable (which it never should he) separate
accounts should he used for t'-ese two types of
accruals
:
1061. Accrued Interest on Kotes Receivable
1062. Accrued Interest on Investments
This account (or these accounts) should be debited
for interest accrued at the end of the fiscal period
and credited (closed) after the account has served
its purpose on the financial statements.
The balance sheet of O'ld Colony Investment
Trust, February 1, 1928, shows: (24)
"Accrued Interest on bonds - - - |46,680."
The balance sheet of Pacific Investing
Corporation, December 19, 1927, shows: (25)
"Accrued interest and dividends
Receivable -------- $39,623."
Although this trust may keen separate accounts for
interest and dividends accrued they are combined
in the balance sheet under the one caption.
The ba'iance sheet of Alliance Investment
(24) Ibid., t). 196.
(25) Ibid., p. 201.
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Corporation, r>ecember 31, 1927, shov/s: (26)
"Accrued Interest ------- $12,795.''
107. Accrued Dividends Receivable — This
account sho?/s, at the end of the fiscal neriod,
dividends declared, on stocks held on dividend date,
but which have not yet been received. It is
opened by an ad.iusting entry and c"'osed after it
has served its purpose on the financia"! stater:ents.
The balance s""eet of E"'ectric Investors In-
corporated, Ma^- 31, 1927, shov/s: (27)
"Interest, and dividends receivahie - $9,889."
The balance sheet of Federated Capital 'Corp-
oration, January 31, 1928, shows: (28)
"Dividends receivable -------- $2,594."
110. Office Furniture This account should
be debited for the total cost of furniture
purchased and credited for the total cost of any
article of furniture sold or otherv/ise disposed of.
The ba "lance of the Office Furniture account shows
(26) Ibid., p. 37.
(27) Ibid., p. 390.
(28) Ibid., n. 393.
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the cost of furniture and other office equipment
07/ned, such as c'^airs, des'^s, fi"'irig cases, t7Pe-
writers, statistical! equipment, etc.
The ba"'ance s -eet of Eastern Bankers Corpor-
ation, Dece^^ber 31, 1927, s^^ov/s: (29)
"Furniture, fixtures and equipment, less
reserve for depreciation - - - - $3,907."
The balance sheet of Municipal Financial
Corporation, April 14, 1928, shows: (30)
"Office Furniture and Fixtures - ^^3, 641. 93"
Less depreciation - - - - 91 .05 $3550.
111. Reserve for depreciation of Office Furn-
iture -- Very few American trusts have had occasion
to use t^is account because of the very short time
they have been in existence. Li^.tle depreciation
y^r.s taV:en place in so s^ort a time. This account
is credited at ^.-^e end of the fisca"* period for the
estimated deDreciation for f'^e period. It is
debited, when furniture and fixtures are disposed of,
(29) Ibid., p. 351.
(30) Ibid., p. 440.
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for the amount of reserve set up for the particular
article so sold or discarded. The ba"'ance of t^e
account is shovm on the balance s'-^.eet as a deduction
from Office Furniture.
It is evident from the "balance s'leet of Eastern
Bankers Corporation, December 31, 1927, that the
company keeps a reserve for depreciation of furniture
account. (31)
120. Prepaid Items This account is usually
set up only at the end of the fiscal period and
shov/s - as the title suggests - items of ex-nense
paid in advance of t^eir actual consumption. Such
items usually consist of prepaid interest, insurance
rent, sa''aries and wages, and taxes, and unused
advertising matter or service and suiDplies.
This account is listed on the balance s^-^eet,
as an asset, just below the fixed assets.
The balance s'^eet of Financial Investing Gom.-oany
of Nev^ York, limited, Decem^ber 31, T927, shov/s: (32)
"Prepaid expenses --------- |l,803."
(31) Ibid., p. 351.
(32) Ibid., p. 268.
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The balance sheet of First Federal Foreign
Investment Trust, DeceLilDer 31, 1927, shov/s: (33)
"Sundry prepayments - -- -- -- - ^?7,832."
The "balance sheet of Chain Store Investment
Corporation, Liarch 31, 1928, shows: (34)
"Prepaid interest and dividends - - - <iiJ324."
121. Bond Discount This account is debited
for the discount lost when bonds are issued for a
price below pa.r. It is periodically reduced by a
credit entry which is charged to profit and loss.
It is thus amortized over the life of the bonds.
"Sometimes companies having large surpluses
write off discount on bonds in one sum.'' (35)
Should the bonds be sold at more than oar the
difference would be credited to Premium on Bonds.
The balance sheet of Financial Investing
Company of ilew York, Limited, December 31, 1927,
shows: (36)
"Bond discount anc. ex::enses (unamortized)
-
- #92,622. "
(33) Ibid.
,
p. 275.
(34) Ibid., 537.
(35) Saliers, A., Accountants* Handbook, p. 260.
(36) Ibid., p. 268.
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The "expenses" referred to in the above balance
sheet are prohab'^y organization expenses. "It is
preferable to m'-e a d.'stinction in the balance
sheet betv^reen r)re"oaid ext)enses incu-red entirely
for current operations and long-term expenses
which may be c''iarged off entirely when incurred if
conservative accounting practice is follo-.ved." (37)
The ba'iance sheet of Diversified -Securities
Corporation, A^ril 30, 1928, shows: (38)
"Unamortized bond discount - - - $9,954,"
122, Capital Stock Disco^mt This account
is seldom found on the books of American invest-
ment trusts because most of the trusts issue no-par
stock v/hich does not give rise to c^-roita^ stock
disccunt. Should a trust incorporate and issue
stock of ^-ar value '.vhir^h is so'^d at ""ess than par
the difference between the selling price and par
va'iue would be properly chargeable to the Capital
Stock Discount account. The account ^vi"! be
credited whenever it is desired and possible to writ
it down; or it may ':'e credited periodically at a pre
determined rate,
(37) Sa"'iers, E. A, op. c:t., p. 688.
(38) Keane, C. p. op. cit., n. 538.
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The balance sheet of xlorth American Investment
Corporation, December 31, 19:::7, shov/s: (39)
"Discount on Capital Stock ----- ^167,971.
123. Organization and financing Expenses —
The purpose of this account is to shov; the cost of
organizing the trust, which includes legal fees,
commission on the sale of stock, salaries of
stock salesmen, office rent, and other expenses
incurred before operations begin. The balance of
this account may be regarded as a permanent asset
or as a charge against Surplus to be distributed
over a number of consecutive fiscal periods. (40
)
As previously stated, organization expenses
(costs of raising capital) may be v/ritten off against
paid-in surplus, but where they are not so written
off, and a balance remains upon the books, the
account should be shovm as a separate item on the
asset side of the balance sheet. (4l)
The balance sheet of Security Investment
(39) Ibid., p. 189.
(40) Baker, James W. 20th Century Bookkeeping
and Accounting, p. 259.
(41) Ibid., p. 259.
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Trust, Incorporated, DecemlDer 31, 1927, shows: (42)
"Organization Expense ------ |432.32"
Liabilities
Bonds, notes, and accounts payable are the most
important liabilities found listed on the balance
sheets of investment trusts. (43) We may list the
liabilities under the three usual classifications -
current, accrued, and fixed. The current liabilities
include accounts payable and notes or loans payable. (44)
The accrued liabilities are current in their na.ture
and are therefore listed in the chart of accounts
under that caption - current liabilities. The ac-
cruals consist usually of accrued interest payable,
accrued taxes, accrued investment service fees, ac-
crued rent, and accrued salaries. Sends payable
are classified under fixed liabilities.
204. Accounts Payable (individual) -- As there
will be little occasion for a trust to o\7e a large
number of creditors at any one time, there is no
necessity for a separate Accounts Payable
(42) Keane, C. P. op. cit., p. 206,
(43) The balance sheet of United Bond & Share
Corporation, December 31, 1927, shows:
"Bonds, notes and accounts payable
(secured) - - - - - v2, 749, 630."
(44) The balance sheet of ITorth American In-
vestors Corporation, ITovember 30, 1927, shows:
"Collateral loans --------- -gl67,3G0.
Accounts Payable ---------- 40,545."
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ledger. Therefore, individual accounts
may be opened in the genera.l ledger for all
creditors, as follows (for example) :
2041. Curtis 8c Sanger
2042. John lie Cabe Co.
2043. The national City Company
etc
.
The balance sheet of iforth American Invest-
ment Corporation, December 31, 19::7, shows: (45)
'•Accounts Payable - -- -- -- -- $939."
The balance sheet of American Siuropean
Securities Company, December 31, 1927, shows: (46)
'•Accounts Payahle - - |276,417."
205. llotes Payable - This account shows the
amount due others on notes of the trust. The
account is debited for the face of notes paid and
credited for the face of notes issued.
The balance sheet of 'Wisconsin Investment
Company, December 31, 1S27, shows: (47)
"Notes Payable (Secured) - -$220,000."
The American European Securities Company,
(45) Keane , C. P. op. cit., p. 189.
(46) Ibid., p. 247.
(47) Ibid.
,
p. 238.
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December 31, 1927, shows: (48)
"Notes PayaMe - -$1,000,000."
The "balance sheet of Boardv;alk Securities
Corporation, Becemter 31, 1927, shows: (49)
"Bills Payahle - - - - C^110,000."
206. Accrued Interest Payable — This account
is used 8t the end of the fiscal period to show
the amount of interest accrued in favor of others
on notes, "bonds, or accounts payable. This account
may he divided into tv;o accounts:
2061. Interest Accrued on ilotes and Accounts
Payable (50)
2062. Bond Interest Accrued (51
)
207. Dividends Payable This account shows the
amount of dividends declared and not yet paid (52) but
(48) Ibid., p. 247.
(49) Ibid., p. 352.
(50) The balance sheet of Diversified Securities
Corporation, April 30, 1928, shows:
"Accrued interest on indebtedness - - ;,?1,325."
(51) The balance sheet of Economic Investment
Trust Limited, Iferch 31, 1928, shows:
•Bond interest accrued ------- ^20,742."
(52) Saliers, E. A. op. cit.
,
p. 318.
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for which means of payi-ient are availalDle. (53)
It is credited st the time a. dividend is declared and
de"bited as the dividends are paid. On the "bal-
ance sheets of some trusts can "be found accounts
for "Accrued dividends". The "balance sheet of Boston
Perticnal Property Trust, L!a.rch 15, 1928, shov/s : (54)
"Accrued dividends and ta:xes - - - - ;i^47,3e0."
Mere "accrued" dividends should not be set up rs
liaoilit ies
,
according to ^ood accounting practice.
They "become a lia"bility only when declared. (55)
The balance sheet of American European
Securities Company, December 31, 1927, also
shoT^s: (56)
"Accrued dividends, preferred stock - $30,000,"
208. Accrued Taxes This account is credited
at the end of each fiscal period for all taxes due
or accrued, whether estimated or actually assessed.
The balance sheet of Standard Investing
Corporation, 5'ebruary -:9
,
1928, shows: (57)
"Accrued Federal Income and other
taxes - -- -- -- -- -- -- 1^63,028."
(53) Journal of Accountancy, Lla-rch 1929, p. 220.
(54) Kesne , C. P. op. cit.
,
p. 354.
(55) Saliers, E. A. op. cit., p. 318.
(56) Keane, C. ?, op. cit., p. 247.
(57) Ibid., p. 226.
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The TDalance sheet of UorristoY/n Securities
Corporation, DeceiulDer 31, 1927, shov/s : (58)
"Reserve for taxes and contingencies - $65,000.
209. Miscellaneous Accrued Liabilities At
the end of the fiscal period, after adjustment,
this account shows the amoun': ovving, but not due,
in favor of others for iter.s not included under
accounts 206, 207, and 208. They are liabilities
which are not evidenced by invoices or other def-
inite form of account payable. "Items for which
invoices have been received should be included
among accounts payable." (59) If desired, these
miscellaneous items might be distributed among
several accounts as follows;
2091. Accrued Investment Service Pees
2092. Accrued Rent.
2093. Accrued Salaries
etc
.
The balance sheet of Security Lfenagement
Company, December 31, 1927, shows: (60
)
(58) Ibid., p. 371.
(59) Saliers, A. op. cit.
, p. 692.
(60) Keane , C. P. op. cit., p. 210.
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"Compensation to Security I'^nagement
Company - -- -- -- -- -- $2,802.*'
The balance sheet of Diversified Securities
Corporation, shov/s: (61
)
"Accrued management fees ----- ^:?5,808."
210 • Bonds This account shov;s the amount of the
indebtedness resulting from bonds issued by the
trust. It is credited for the fa.ce value of bonds
issued and debited for the face value of bonds
retired. There may be more than one class issued,
in which case the account would be further
divided, as for example:
2101. Bonds - b%, 1942
2102. Bonds - 6%, 1932
The bala.nce sheet of Diversified Securities
Corporation, April 30, 1928, shows: (62)
"Collateral trust bonds payable. - $189,000."
The balance sheet of Economic Investment
Trust Limited, xAarch 31, 1928, sho\'7s : (63)
"Funded debt - -- -- -- -- -;;?1,000,000. "
(61) Ibid., p. 538.
(62) Ibid., L. 538.
(63) Ibid., p. 539.
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The balance sheet of Shaw^ut Bank Investment
Trust, February 29, 1928, shows several issues of
bonds: (64)
"Senior debentures 4^%, due
March 1, 1942 ------ -$2,500,000.
Senior debentures 5%, due
March 1, 1052 ------- 2,500,000.
Junior notes 6% Series A, due
March 1, 1952 ------- 1,000,000."
Capital Stock
As the accounting for capital stock by invest-
ment trust corporations differs in no way from the
accounting procedure employed for capital stock
by other types of businesses, the writer will not
explain in detail the various methods that might
he employed in recording f-^e various types of
stock that may be issued.
The Dreferred stock generally issued by in-
vestment trusts has a par value, but the corrmon
stock is usually issued ;7ithout par va''ue.
The fu"''ction of capital stock accounts has
been explained as follows: "The capital stock
(64) Ibid., p. 497.
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accounts s"^ow -oar va^iue of stoc''- outstanding.
The:?- represent net worth in somewhat the same
sense as do proprietor's and partners* accounts;
but in case of stocV having par va"'ue, profits
and ""osses are not added to or deducted from
capita] stocV accounts, as is sometimes done in
case of no-par-value stock." (65)
300. Preferred Capital Stock — This account
shov.'s f-^.e "balance of ^referred stock outstanding.
If the preferred stock has a par value this
account is credited for t^e face value of such
stock issued and debited for the face value of
such stock cance'''^ed. If the stock is of no-par
value it v/ili be p''aced unon the books at sell-
ing -orice and if cancel"' ed wil"' be charged off
at t'^e same price, "if no -par stock is repurchased
above original sale price, excess represents a
reduction of surplus, and should be c'^arged to
Surplus. If repurchased at less than original
sale price the difference may be ... , regarded
as paid-in surplus
. . . (66)
The balance sheet of Morristown Securities
(65) Saliers, E. A. op. cit., p. 236.
(66) Ibid., p. 247.
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Corporation, December 31, 1927, shows: (67)
"Preferred Stock ------- <|l ,67^,400.
"
The balance sheet of Public Utility Invest-
ing Corporation, February 29, 1928, sho 7S : (63)
"Preferred Stock, $6 dividend series,
15,000 shares (no par value)
capital ^51,500,000."
301. CoTr>non Capital Stock — T^is account
shows t"-'e co^-.mon stock of the trust outstanding.
If it has a -onr va^^ue it is credited to this
accourit at ti^ of issue at par, and debited to
this account at TDar .vhen it is cancelled. Should
the stock be of no-par value, it will be placed
on the books at selling price when issued and
charged off at the same price when cancelled. The
number of shares as well as the total pric- should
be shov/n in the account for each sa'^e or repur-
chase. (69)
^/here more than one class of common stoc> is
issued separate accounts will be opened, as for
exarapl e
:
(67) Xeane, C. ?. op. cit., p. 371.
(68) Ibid., p. 376.
(69) Saliers, E. A. op. cit., p. 245.
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3011. Coimnon A Capital Stock
3012. Coiranon 3 Capital Stock
Etc.
The "balance s'-^.eet of United Investors 'Secur-
ities Corporation, Decer^ber 31, 1927, shCYS: (70)
"Cornr.on A Stock (5,000 shares) | 50,000.
Common B Stock (195,235 shares) 9^6,425."
The balance sheet of Eastern Bankers Cornor-
ation, December 31, 1927, sho-vs: (71)
"Common Stock -------- $1,782,000."
Surp lus and Undivided Profits
Under this general division of accounts will
be found a]'' accounts reoresenting foe excess of
assets over liabilities aid capital stock. Each
account will be explained under its ovm account
number and title.
400. Earned Surplus — T'-^is account should
show only the accumulation of realized gains.
It is credited for the net profit at t^e end of
the fiscal ^riod. There should he an effort
made on the nart of the rr.g.nage'T^ent of the trust
(70) Keane, C. ?. on. cit., p. 326,
(71) Ibid., p. 351.
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to build up this account from year to year. It
will need to serve the ourpose, in this country,
of f^e secret reserves used in Great Britain to
withstand periods of degression and unexpected
market reverses.
The balance sheet of Investors Corporation,
December 31
,
192"~, shows: (72)
"Earned Surplus -------- $214,585."
The balance sheet of Mutual Investors
Corrpany, December 31, 1927, shows: (73)
"Earned Surplus -------- $7,958."
401, Paid-in 3urp''us — This account repre-
sents surplus not created by realized profits.
It is usually created by one or more of the
foil O'.Ying:
1. "Premium on sale of capital stock.
2. Forfeited pa^nnents on stock subscriptions.
3. Assessments on fu"'l-paid stock.
4. Amount by which redemption price of stock
retired is less than par.
(72) Ibid., 290.
(73) Ibid., p. 300.
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5, Excess of value of tamible propert" over
stock for vvhich it is received in payrient
,
6. Profit on sale of treasury stock reourchased
"Reductions of capital surplus result from
debit entries recording conditions just the opposite
of t'lose which give rise to above Items." (75)
The balance s'^eet of Massachusetts Investors
Trust, December 31, 1927, shows: (76)
"Paid-in surplus - - - $965,848."
The balance sheet of United Investors Secur-
ities Corporation, Decer":ber 31, 1927, shows: (77)
"Paid-in Surplus (Renresenting $976,425
less commission on sa^e of stock
of .$196,453 of which $46,453 was
unpaid Decem'-er 31, 1927) $779,972.
402. Market Appreciation of Securities 0.vn-
ed (Credit) — The use of this account was explain-
ed in the section on Accounting "Problems Peculiar
for value. (74)
(74) Sailers, E. A. op. cit., p. 306.
(75) Ibid
»
-0. 306.
(76) Keane, C. P. op. cit., p. 169.
(7 7) Ibid D. 326.
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to an Investment Trust. It should be credited at
the end of t'-^e fiscal period for t^'^e excess of
market value of the portfolio over cost; this
entry to be reversed after the books are closed.
403. Market Depreciation of Securities 0»vn-
ed (Debit) — The purpose of this account vms
previously explained. It is debited at the end
of the fiscal period with the excess of the cost
of securities owned over t^-ieir market value.
This account wil"! seldom need to be used by a
well-managed trust. The trusts w'^ich made
public both cost and market va:iues of securities
owned on f-ie date of t eir balance sheets s'-^ow in
every instance market appreciation.
410. Reserve for Bond Interest - - The
purpose of this account is to set aside, period-
ical! 77-, an amo^jint out of profit and loss to pro-
vide for future bond interest payments. The
amount set up as a reserve may be just sufficient
to meet the bond interest when it next becomes
due, or it may be that an ar^reement was made
with the bondholders that a reserve be built up
as soon as possible, or at a soecified time, to
provide for interest pa^nnent on the bonds for a
number of -rears.
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The balance sheet of International Secur-
ities Corporation of America, November 30, 1927,
shears: (78)
"Secured gold bond interes^ reserve $414,610.''
411. Reserve for Preferred Stock Dividends —
This account is used to provide for future prefer-
red stock dividends - assuring continuance of
regular dividend payments. It is '-andled in t'-^e
same way as is account 410 - Reserve for Bond
Interest
.
The balance sheet of Eastern Bankers Corpor-
ation, December 5], 19?7, shows-. (79)
"Reserve for dividends ----- |110,813."
The balance S'-i.eet of P. L. Andrev/s Invest-
ment Trust, Dece-rber 31, 1927, shows: (80)
"Surplus appropriation for preferred
dividend reserve ------ $4,313."
The ba''ance s" eet of State Street Invest^-ent
Corporation, Dece-^b-^r 31, 1927, shov/s: (81)
"Reserve for dividends declared - ^407,429."
(78) Directors report, Internationa"' Securities
Corporation of America, November 30, 1927.
(79) Keane, C. P. op. cit
. ,
p. 351.
(80) Ibid., p. 527.
(81) Ibid., p. 321.
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420. Profit and loss This account is to "be
used only at the end of a fiscal oeriod to shov/
a summary of the nominal accounts listed on the
Profit and loss Statement, No transactions are
recorded in this account. Direct profits or losses
that occur during the fiscal period should he
credited or debited to special accounts, the name
of which should indicate the nature of the profit
or loss. (82)
After this account has been debited ;7ith the
balances of the expense or other loss accounts
and credited with the balances of the income
accounts its balance sho;;s the net -or ofit or net
loss as s'-LO-.vn on the Profit and Loss Statement.
This account is then closed by transferring the
net profit or loss to such ot'-'.er accounts as t'^e
directors ma^^ suggest. Usually it is distributed
as follows
:
Appropriation for reserves
Appropriation for dividends
Transfer to Earned Surplus
Transfer to Undivided Profits
(82) Baker, J, W, op. cit., v>, 88.
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421. Undivided Profits — Tliis account has
"been expTained as forming "a subdivision of
Earned Surplus. Somet ii-^e s , however, it takes the
place of Earned Surplus. UsuaTiy it is the account
to which earnings are just transferred and from
which occasional transfers are made to Surplus.
Sometimes it is used as an account in which are
carried undistributed or unappropriated profits
of last closing, undivided profits of preceding
periods being taken to Surplus.'' (83)
The balance s'^^eet of United Bond and Share
Corporation, December 31, 1927, shows: (84)
"Undivided profits - - - - $49,930."
The ba"iance s'^eet of United Investors
Securities Corporation, December 31, 1927,
shows: (85)
"Undivided profits ------- $6,021."
Gains
Seven accounts oave been provided for record-
ing t^e income of an invest'-^ent trust. These
have been grouped into three general divisions -
(83) Saliers, E. A. op. c it
.
, p. 306.
(84) Keane, C. P. op. cit., p. 323.
(85) Ibid., p. 326.

as they will be presented on t-e Incorne and Profit
and loss Statement:
1. Trading (profits)
2. Income from Investment Securities Held
3. Other Income
However, each of the seven accounts v/il'' be
explained separately in the following paragraphs.
500. Gains on Turnover — Profits realized
on c'^anging investments should be credited to this
account,
T^e Income Account of Allied International
Live sting Corporation, for the period May 2, 1927
to April 30, ]P28, shows: (86)
"Profits on sa^e of sec^orities S?57,884."
The Inccrae Accoijint of General American
Investors Compan", Incorporated, for the period
February 1, 1927 to Decemiber 31, 1927, shows: (87)
"Profits realized on sale of securities -
tl, 290, 362."
Many of the investment trust income state-
ments studied show that this item of income
exceeded all ofier incomes combined.
T'-^e Income Account of General American
(86) Ibid., D. 39.
(87) Ibid., n. 97.
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Investors Company, Incorporated, for the period
February 1, 1927 to December 31, 1927, shov/s
the following comparison: (88)
The Income Statement of Genera^ Public
Service Corporation, for 12 months ended December
51, 1927, sh07^s the following comparison: (89)
"Profit on sale of securities after deduct-
ing Federal taxes ----- t,758,798."
(This -'owever includes som.e profits
from stock dividends sold.)
All ot'ier income - 507,352.
The Income Account of Pacific Investing
Corporation, for the period April 15, 1927 to
Decem.ber 19, 1927, shows thef oil owing compari-
son: (90)
"Profit on sale of securities - - $112,352."
All otT-e r income - -- -- -- - 90,804.
51. Income from In^^estment Securities
Held -- G?^is t^-^pe of income is carried in t'-^e
following four accounts:
Profits on turnover $1,290,362.
All other incom.e 450,638.
(88) Ibid., p. 97
(89) Ibid • * T). ^02.
(90) Ibid., p. 201
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510. Interest on Bonds Held
511. Income on Rights Sold
512. Income on Stock Dividends Sold
513. Dividends on Securities Held
510. Interest on Bonds Held All interest
collected o.- bonds held s-^ould be credited to this
account. At the end of t'-e fiscal period it should
also be credited for such interest as has become
due but w-iich has not yet been received.
W^en accrued interest is purchased with the
bonds, this account is to be debited with the
amount so purc'iased. If bonds are sold with accrued
interest, such interest would be credited to this
account
,
The Income Accoiont of General American Invest-
ors Company, Incorporated, for t'"'e oeriod February
1, 1927, to December 31, 192*7, s^-ows: (91)
"Interest on bonds ------- $123,89^."
511. Income on Rigits Sold — Tnis account
is credited for the sale value oi rights sold.
An analysis of the Income Accounts of American
investm.ent trusts shows no such item of income
(91) Ibid., p. 97.
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listed apart from ot'er types of income. It is
quite evident t'^at those v/hich realized income
from this source included it under the general
caption of "income from investments".
512. Income on Stock Dividends Sold — Should
stock dividends be sold, the proceeds should be
credited to this account. Until so sold no income has
been realized. Some of t'^e trusts credit the income
from sale of stock dividends to "Gains on Turnover".
This is the procedure used b;' General Public
Service Corporation on its Income Statersient for 12
months ended December 31, 1927. (92)
513. Dividends on Securities Held -- At t'^e
end of the fiscal period, after adjustments, the
balance of this account should show the dividends
received or accrued on stock '"^eld. Stock divi-
dends should not be credited to this account.
This account is credited for the following:
1. Dividends received in cash on stock held
on f^e date proceding the da-7- on which
t"^e stocks go ex-dividend.
2. Dividends declared on stock held on the
date preceding t'-^e da:^ on which the
stocks go ex-dividend, but for which
(92) Ibid., p. 102.
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cash has not yet been received.
Account 107 - Accrued Dividends Receiv-
ab'^e is debited at the same time.
The Income and Expense Account of Chain
Store Investirent Corporation, for tlie period
November 10, 1927 to December 31, 1927, shov/s: (93)
"Dividend Income - - $1,771.''
52. Ot^er Incom.e - Under this classification
will be inc''uded income items whic^ are not
directly connected with the portfolio income.
The usual itemiS of this nature are interest on
notes and accounts receivable, on bank balances,
and on call loans receivable. Yfiere the trust
unde --takes no business other than that engaged
in by purely investm^ent trusts no incomies other
than these (and the ones already explained) are
likely to appear.
The Income Account of General American
Investors Company, Incorporated for t'le period
February- 1, 1927 to Decemher 31, i927, shows: (94)
"Other income |;19,26]."
T>^e Income Account of ^i'acific Investing
(93) Ibid., p. 69.
(94) Ibid., p. 97.
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Corporation for t"-e period April ]5, 1927 to
December 19, 1927, shows, in addition to invest
ment income: (95)
"Interest on Bank Balances - - - |$12,744.
520. Interest on Notes and Accounts Receivabl
T'^is account shows income derived from interest
earned on notes and open accounts. T'his will in-
clude, at t'-'e end of t'-^e fiscal! period interest
accrued as well as interest already received in
actual cas"^.
T'"e Income Account of American European
Securities Company for t::-:e Year Ended December
31, 1927, shows: (96)
"Miscellaneous interest ----- ;^2,703."
521. Interest on Banl<: Balances This
accoujit is credited for credits made by banks in
favor of t"~e trust for interest on cash balances.
These entries wil^ com.e from t'le bank statem^ents
rendered, usually/- at the end of eac"-: month.
The Income Account of Pacific Investing
Mi see"' 1 aneous 364.
(95) Ibid p. 220.
(96) Ibid. 247.
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Corporation for the period April 15, 1927 to
Dec ember 19, 1927, shows: (97)
"Interest on Bank Balances - - - - $12,744."
Losses
The accounts under this general caption have
teen classified as follows:
1. Trading (Losses)
2. Administrative and General Expenses
3. Other Expenses
600. Losses on Turnover — When securities
are sold from the portfolio at less than average
cost a loss occurs. Such loss should he charged
to this account. Losses of this nature will occur
at times v/hen the management deems it advisable
to sell such depreciated securities. No income
statement exa.mined by the writer showed such item.
This Vifas due to the fact that only the net gain
on turnover was shovm. No great advantage would
be gained by showing both losses and gains on the
statements. It is advisable from s management
and an accounting standpoint to use separate
accounts for them, so this information will be
readily a.vailable.
(97) Ibid.
, p. 200.
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61» Administrative and General Expenses
Under this general caption will be classified the
general operating costs and management expenses.
The Income Account of Allied International
Investing Corporation for the period May 2, 19:-i7
to April 30, 1928, shows: (98)
"General and administration expenses - $4,166."
The Income Account of American and Overseas
Investing Company for the period October 1, 1927
to Llarch 31, 1928, shows: (99)
"General end clerical expenses - !ip5^782."
610. Directors* Pees — Fees paid to directors
should "be charged to this account. If the trust
is not incorporated this acoount would be replaced
by an account for "Trustees* Pees".
The Statement of Earnings of Mutual Investment
Trust for the Year Ended December 31, 1927, shows: (lOO)
"Expenses: Trustee's fees ------ $482."
The Statement of Income and Profit and Loss
of Standard Investing Corporation for the Year
Ended Pebruary 29, 1928, shows; (lOl)
"Directors' fees |3,950."
(98) Ibid.
,
p. 39.
(99) Ibid., p. 250.
(100) Ibid.
,
p. 176.
(101) Ibid., p. 227.
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. 611, Statistical Department Costs — This
account should he used for charging all costs of
maintaining the statistical department. ITo dis-
tinctions YJere made hetv/een the expenses of this
department a.nd any other on the income statements,
of trusts, examined. This is mainly due to the
fact tha.t most of the existing American trusts
maintain no regular statistical department.
612. Office Salaries — This account shows
the amount paid to workers in the office - clerks,
iDOokkeepers
,
stenographers and cashier; but not
ajoounts paid as salaries to officers.
The Statement of Income and Profit and Loss
of Standard Investing Corporation for the Year
Ended February 29, 1928, shows: (l02)
"Salaries ------ |3, 512."
613. Stationery and Other Office Expenses —
All expenses in the office which are not chargeable
to the other special expense accounts should be
ciiarged to this account. Ordinarily it would be
charged for the cost of accounting forms and records
stationery, telephone, cleaning, typewriter repairs,
etc. Of course, if desired any number of special
(102) Ibid.
, p. 227.
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accounts may "be opened to take care of these
miscellaneous office expenses.
The Statement of Income and Expenses of
Massachusetts Investors Trust for the year 1927
shows: (l03)
"Printing and Supplies ------- $432."
The Statement of Income of Railv/ay Equities
Corporation for the Year Ended December 31, 1927,
shows: (l04)
"Office expense and supplies - - - - $1,744."
614. Officers* Salaries — This account is char£:ed
with salaries paid to the president, treasurer,
secretary or other officer of the trust, hut it
should not include directors* fees when a separate
account for such fees is kept as outlined in the
cliart of accounts. (See account 610.) Many of the
American trusts do not compensate their officers
for their services excepting in dividends for the
stock they own. The directors* report of Oil
Shares Incorporated April 15, 1928 states that
"The officers and directors were receiving no
salaries as of April 15, 1928". (lC5)
(103) Ibid., p. 170.
(104) Ibid., p. 379.
(105) Ibid., p. 30 5.
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The Income and Profit and Loss Account of
Firs* Federal Foreign Investment Trust for the
Year Ended Decemher 31, 1927, shows: (l06)
"Officers Salaries - -- -- -- - -§519,024."
615. Legal Costs This account is charged
for all legal expenses incurred after the trust
has "been organized. Before operations "begin -
during the process of organization - any legal
expenses incurred are charged to Organization
Expenses
.
The Income Statement of American, British &
Continental Corporation for the year ended
December 31, 1927, shows: (lC7)
"Expenses, including legal .... fees
.... paid ------- $92,705.80"
The Income Account of Incorporated Investors
for the year ended December 31, 1927, shows: (lOS)
"Legal services ----------- $362."
616. Auditor's Fees — This account shows the
amount charged the business for outside auditing
(106) Ibid.
,
p. 275.
(107) Ibid., p. 44.
(108) Ibid., p. 115.
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services. If an interna.1 auditor is employed in
addition to the bookkeepers and it should he
desired to include the cost, of maintaining such
auditor, in this aecount it vrauld he more appro-
priate to name the account "Auditing Expenses"
rather than "Auditor* s i'ees".
The Income Account of United Bond and Share
Corporation for the Year Ended Lecemher 31, 1927,
shows: (l09)
"Legal and audit fees - - - - - - - |5,405."
617. Rent — This account shows the cost of
renting the offices in vi?hich the trust's business
is conducted. It is debited for all amounts paid
for rent, but is credited at the end of the fiscal
period for the proportionate part tlja.t may be
paid in advance (See account 120 - Prepaid Items).
The Income Account of United Investors Secur-
ities Corporation for the period from commencement
of business to December 31, 1927, shows: (llO)
"Salaries, rent, office and miscellaneous
expenses - -- -- -- -- - ^^10,323."
618. Commissions and Brokerage i'ees — This
account is debited for brokerage charges made by
(109) Ibid., p. 323.
(no) Ibid.
,
p. 326.
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"brokers and others for buying or selling securities
for the trust.
The Income and Profit and Loss Account of
United States and Foreign Securities Corporation
for the Year Ended Decemher 31, 1927, shov/s: (ill)
'"Expenses, including brokerage commission
on purchase and sale of securities -
- ;s;261,324."
619. Taxes Unless separate accounts are
kept for the various types of taxes, this account
should be charged for all federal and state taxes
- including income taxes, property taxes, and
transfer taxes.
The Income and Profit and Loss Statement of
P. L. Andrevis Investment Trust for the year ended
December 31, 1927, shoves: (ll2)
"Expenses and Taxes -------- $4,897."
The Income and Surplus Account of Diversified
Securities Corooration for the year ended December
51, 1927, shows: (ll3)
"Federal income taxes ------- ^^2,378."
The Statement of Income and Profit and Loss
(111) Ibid.
,
p. 233.
(112) Ibid., p. 50.
(113) Ibid
. ,
p. 86.
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Surplus of Investing Company of America for the
period April 1, 1927 to DecemlDer 31, 1927, shows: (ll4)
'•federal Stamp Tax - -- -- -- -- ;|5,414."
620* Interest on Loans and Brokerage
Accounts This account should "be charged for all
interest paid on notes payable, loans payable,
accounts payable and interest charges made by
brokers and bankers for temporary use of funds
or credit. It is debited at the end of the fiscal
period for any such interest accrued (See account
206 - Accrued Interest Payable). It is credited
at the end of the fiscal period for any such
interest paid in advance (See account 120 -
Prepaid Items )
.
The Income and Expense Account of Chain
Store Investment Corporation for the period
November 10, 1927 to December 31, 1927, shows: (ll5)
"Interest Expense -------- -§196."
The Income Account of General American Invest-
ors Company, Incorporated for the period February
1, 1927 to December 31, 1927, shows: (ll6)
(114) Ibid., p. 133.
(115) Ibid
. ,
p. 69.
(116) Ibid.
,
p. 97.
Ml
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"Other interest paid ------ -$31,946."
(Interest paid on debentures immediately
preceded this item.
)
621. Interest on Bonds Payable This account
shows sfter adjustment the amount of bond interest
applicable to the period. It is debited for bond
interest paid and accrued.
The Income Statement of American, British
and Continental Corporation for the year ended
December 31, 1927, shows: (ll7)
"Interest paid ------ ^295,780.28"
As the bonded indebtedness of this corpor-
ation was v5, 000,000 it is quite evident that
the greater part, if not all, of this amount was
for bond interest.
The Income Account of Old Colony Investment
Trust for the period January 14, 1927 to February
1, 1928, shows: (ll8)
"Interest Series A Debentures - ^i)225,000.
Interest Series B Debentures - - 5,625."
(117) Ibid
. ,
p. 44.
(118) Ibid., p. 196.
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622. Amortization of Stock Discount — This
account shoves, a.fter the periodic adjustments have
been made, the amount of stock discount written
off for the period (See account 122 - Capital
Stock Discount). This account will not "be used
by trusts which issue no-par stock.
The Income Account of Korth American Invest-
ment Corporation for the Year Snded December 31,
1927, shows: (ll9)
"Amortization of Discount on Sale of Capital
Stock - -- -- -- -- -- ^>3,499."
623. Amortization of Bond Discount -- This
account shows, after the periodic adjustments
have been made, the amount of bond discount
written off for the period. (See account 121 -
Bond Discounti)
The Income Account of Horth American Invest-
ment Corporation for the Year ^ilnded December 31,
1927, shows: (l20)
"Amortization of Discount on Sale of
Bonds $1,691."
(119) Ibid., p. 188.
(120) Ibid., p. 188.
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624. Miscellaneous Expenses This account
will "be charged for all expenses, of whatever
nature, for which no special expense account has
"been created. Should any item appear to warrant
the opening of a new account, this should he done.
Where transfer fees, cost of depositing securities
for safe-keeping, insurance, and other items of
this nature recur regularly and frequently they
should not "be placed into so general an account
8s "Other Expenses'' or "Miscellaneous Expenses".
The Income Account of Incorporated Investors
for the year ended December 31, 1927, shows: (l2l)
"Transfer fees - $365.'"
The Income Account of liassachusetts Investors
Trust for the year January 1, 1927 to December
31, 1927, shows: (l22)
"Transfer agent -------- ^1,206."
The Income Account of Power and Light Secur-
ities Trust for the Fiscal Year Ended January
31, 1928, shows: (l23)
"Depositary -------- $994."
(121) Ibid.
,
p. 115.
(122) Ibid. , p. 170.
(123) Ibid. , p. 311.
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The Income Account of United Bond & Share
CoiDoration for the Year Ended December 31, 1927,
shows: (124)
"Other expenses (includes fees of trustee,
transfer agent and registrar, "bond and
stock certificates, etc.) - i|ll,OSO.
Insurance ------------ 2,641,"
Accounts not on the chart — The clmrt of
accounts outlined in this v/riting does not con-
tain all of the accounts found to he kept hy
some of the investment trusts. For, as was
previously explained, this chart can he readily
expanded to take care of any special account-
ing situation which may arise. One trust shows
an account for suhscriy tions on common stock. (l25)
This would serve the same purpose on the hooks
of an investment trust as would a similar
account on the hooks of any other type of or-
(124) Ihid., p. 323.
(125) The balance sheet of iilectric Investors
Incorporated, May 31, 1927, shovvs:
"Subscriptions on Common Stock - $1,048,322."
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ganization - to show the amount of sub-
scriptions to capital stock (debit) and the
amount of cash or property paid on sub-
scriptions (credit) or the amount of each
installment as it falls due (credit). (l26)
The balance therefore shows the amount of
subscriptions not yet paid or not yet due -
depending upon the method of handling the account.
Several trusts carry an investment reserve. (l27)
The question of reserves has already been
discussed, so will not be repeated here.
(126) Saliers, A. op. cit., p. 239.
(127) The balance sheet of Standard Inter-
national Securities Corporation, >iarch 31, 1928,
shows:
"Investment Reserve ------ ^45,314.
The balance sheet of Economic Investment
Trust Limited, Ilarch 31, 1928, shov/s:
"Investments a.t cost less Investment Reserve
Account ----- ----- 12,809,052."
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Bookkeeping Records * — The accounting books
required to properly record the business transactions
of an investment trust are rather simple and few in
number due to the fact that the types of transactions
are more or less limited. Uevertheless , the planning
of a system ^hich will minimize the work of the book-
keeper, safeguard the interests of the shareholders,
show most effectively the results of the operr.tions
of the trust and be an aid to the auditor, requires
careful analysis of the transactions most likely to
occur during the course of a year's business.
The following books are used in the system
herein outlined:
Books of original entry -
Purchases Record - - • - Illustration Fo. 1
- Illustration 2
- Illustration ITo. 3
- Illustration K"o. A
- Illustration No. 5
Petty Gash Book - - - - Illustration I'o
.
6
of final entry -
- Illustration ITo. 8
- Illustration Ho. 9
Explanation of books used -- The use of each of
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the books listed in the outline above and the method
of posting from each "ill be given in the following
paragraphs
:
Purchases Record
Illustration number 1 shows the rulings and
headings for a record of securities purchased.
This record is made from the bill, or confirmation
of sale, of the broker or other company from whom
the security is purchased. Each item ( in the Total
Column) is credited to the person or company to
whom the bill is payable (accounts number 2041,
2042, etc.). At the end of the month the Amount
(Cost) column is posted to the debit of the
Securities or Portfolio account (number 101). If
desired, additional columns may be added so separate
accounts may be kept in the ledger for stocks and for
bonds, A better plan, probably, would be to use
separate books, or different pages of the same book,
for recording the different types of securities for
which sepsrste accounts are to be carried in the
general ledger. The total of the Interest Bot.
column is debited to the Interest on Bonds Held
account (number 510) and the total of the Cora-
mission column debited to the Commissions and
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Brokerage Fees account (number 618 )
It will be noted that the book is self
"balancing. The three debit columns v/ill equal the
credit column. The monthly summary of this book
for the purpose of proving end posting v/ill be
made as follov;s:
101 - Portfolio xxxxx.xx
510 - Interest on Bonds Held xxx.xx
618 - Commissions and Broker-
age Pees XXX. XX
-v^ 204 - Accounts Payable xxxxx.xx
xxxxx.iix xxxxx.xx
Sales Record
The Sales Record, illustration number 2, is
made from the sales slip or confirmation. The gain
on turnover is recorded in the Gain or Loss column
in black ink. Should the transaction show a loss
on turnover, the amount is recorded in that same
column, but in red ink. The net proceeds of each
transaction is charged to the purchaser or to the
broker through whom the security is sold - accounts
1041, 1042, etc. The totals of the Cost, Gain or
Loss, Interest Sold, Tax, and the Commission coluimis
are posted to the proper accounts at the end of the
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month. This book also is self-balancing. The foot-
ings are summarized as follows for proving and
posting:
600 - Losses on Turnover (Loss
column) ------- xxxxx.xx
619 - Taxes (Tax column) - - - xx.xx
618 - Commissions and Broker-
age Fees (Commission
column - ----- - - XXX. XX
•V 104 - Accounts Receivable (Net
Proceeds column - - - xxxxx.xx
101 - Portfolio (Amount -
Cost column) - - - - xxxxx.xx
500 - Gains on Turnover
(Oain column) - - - - xxxx.xx
510 - Interest on Bonds Held
(Interest Sold column) xx .:oc
xxxxx.xx xxxxx.xx
Cash Receipt Book
The Gash Receipts Book, illustration number 3,
contains headings which are self explanatory. It
will be noted that the sura of the credits will

I
^ ^
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er'ual the debit in each ertry, which is an invaluabl
feature in any book of original entry. The monthly
footin^rs will be summarized and posted as Indicated
below:
100.- Cash (Total - Cash ^)r.
column) xxxx.xx
Sundry Credits xxxx.xx
610 - Interest on Bonds
Held (bond Interest
colTimn) XXX. XX
515 - Dividends on Secur-
ities Held (Stock
Dividend Cr. column xxx.xx
xxxx.xx xxxx.xx
Cash Payments .oook
The Cash Payments Book, illustration number 4,
mip'ht well be termed a Check Register, as all
payments should be made by check - hence, only
checks are recorded in this book. The "Oeposits
column, being- placed next to the amount of the
check column, makes it convenient for the book-
keeper in charg-e of this record to determine the
balance in the bank at any time. As no control-
ling- account for accounts payable is kept in the
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ledger there is no rascessity for a special column
for accounts payable, lilach item recorded in this
book must be individually posted. The total will
be posted as a credit to Cash (account number 100).
General Journal
The general Journal, illustration number 5,
is of the ordinary ruling as it will be used for
making adjusting entries and closing entries and
for recording such transactions as do not occur
with sufficient frequency to warrant the use of
a special journal and which cannot be recorded in
the other books of original entry provided for in
this bookkeeping system.
Petty Cash Book
The Petty Cash Book, illustration nu'nber 6,
is used for keeping account of the petty cash fund
by means of the imprest system. The cash received
for the first check issued to replenish the fund
and each succeeding check issued to replenish the
fund is recorded in the Cash Heceived column.
Every payment made from the fund should be receipt-
ed for to prevent the possibility of improper
withdrav/als, ( 1£8 ) This receipt forms the voucher,
( 1L8 ) Saliers, E, A., Accounts in Theory and
Practice, p, 117.
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and should be numbered. It is this number that
will be recorded in the "Voucher I'o. column.
Standard vouchers (See illustration number 7)
numbered consecutively may be used. If the re-
ceiver of the cash g-ives a receipt or a receipted
bill for the cash he has received, it may be
attached to the standard voucher in lieu of the
signature required or it.
The information called for by the Petty
Cash Book is found or. this voucher in the same
order as called for by the book, which facilitates
the making of the record. Experience will show
which accounts are most frequently affected by
petty cash payments, 'i'hese will suggest the
headings required for the money columns, A
general ledger or miscellaneous column will al-
ways be required to provide for the reception of
charges which occur less frequently.
The charg-es in the general ledger columns
will be posted daily. The totals of the special
columns will be posted at the end of the month,
at which time the following summary will be made:
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Date 19 . .
.
Voucher To
deceived from
American Investment Trust, Inc.
Dollars
For.
( Sierned)
By
Accounts charged:
^0 ••••••••
1^0* •••••••
I^o« ••••••«
T^o ••••••••
Total
• • • •
• • • • •
Illustration To.
7
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Gereral Ledp-er XXX. XX
611 - Statistical Department
Costs XX. XX
612 - Office Expenses XX. XX
6i:£ - Miscellaneous Expenses x.xx
1001 - Petty Cash XXX. XX
XXX. XX XXX. XX
As the check establishing: the fund and all
checks dra'jvn to replenish it are charged to the
Petty Cash account and the total of the pay;aents
made from the fund is credited to this account,
the balance in the general ledger should equal the
amount of cash in fund remaining unexpended. This
should also agree with the difference between the
Cash Received column and the Amount Paid column
in the Petty Cash Book itself.
The fund should be replenished just before
closing the books at the end of the month, and the
new balance ( full amount of the fund ) brought
down below the ruling in the Cash iieceived column
in the Petty Cash Book.
Investment Ledger
One Investment Ledger Card, illustration number
8, is made out for each kind of security purchased.
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The information is postel from the Purchases liecord
and the Sales Record, The separate items to be
posted from the Purchases Heoord are listed, it
will te noted, in the same order on the Investment
Ledfrer Card as they are or the Purchases :;ecord.
The same is true with the order in which these
similar items appear on the Sales ?.ecord.
The averap-e cost price to be used in the
Sales section on the Investment Ledger Card is to
be obtained from the card itself as previously
explained. The Dividend Record forms a very im-
portant part on this card; as it will be shown
later, this v/ill be of considerable help to the
auditor in verifying the correctness of the
accounts showing income from securities held
(account nuiabers 510, 511, 51£, and 515). This
card should not be removed, when the securities
were sold after the dividend date, until all
dividends due have been received.
The card system is suggested because of the
several advantages outlined below:
1. It increases the ease with which alpha-
betical arrangement may be maintained.
2. It permits the use of portions of the
;10
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record "by several persons at the same
time.
3. It permits the filing away of records, of
securities that have "been sold, to re-
duce the number of sheets (cards) to
"be kept in the ledger - only open
accounts will remain,
''Vhen this carrl is used for bonds the Dividend
Record will be irterpreted to mean Interest Record.
The Hate, in such case, would remain constant, as
would also the Date ppyable.
General Ledger
The general ledger, illustration number 9,
need not be ruled differently from the rulings
used in the standard ledger. The illustration
il'o, 9) shows three essential items of infor-
mation that will be required in the heading of
each page to which posting will be done:
Kame of Account
Sheet rumber
Account Kumber
Other Records
The statistical department will also have such
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records as it aay find necessary but these need
have no connection with the regular bookkeeping
records.
The subsidiary records as may become useful or
necessary can readily be added to the system with-
out affecting the suggested arrangement of accounts
or the use of the books of original entry. The
following additional records may be found helpful
or necessary - in fact, certain corporation records
are required by statute: (1£9)
lotes .receivable nook
^'ote6 Payable ijook
Corporation records, if trust is
incorporated (ISO)
i-linute Jiook
Subscription Ledger
Stock Certificate Book
Stock isook or Stock Ledger
Corporate of Stock Journal
Stock Transfer xJook
(l<i9) Peters, P. b. S. , Peters' Commercial Law,
p. c06.
(130) Esquerre', P. J., The Applied Theory of
Accounts, p. 44,
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Internal check on investments and on inoome
therefrom . -- The extent to which the principles
of internal checlc can be carried in an investment
trust, the sa.ne as in most other businesses, de-
pends upon the nuraber of employees and officers
among" whom the work of handling and recording" the
business transactions can be most effectively
distributed. J^'or example, where there are only
three persons in the office the work may be di-
vided as follows:- One may have control over the
securities, a second may have charge of the cash,
pnd the third may have control of the records.
Vhere there are four persons a further
division of work may be made accordinp* to the
following outline:
Cashier
Receives cash
Records cash receipts
Records cash payments from duplicate checks
Deposits all cash intact
Accountant
Keeps Purchases r'.ecord
Keeps Sales Record
Posts from ell books to (xeneral Ledger
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Keeps Investment Ledfrer
Obtains bank statement from bank and recon-
ciles bank balance.
Secretary and Treasurer
/rites checks - sends duplicates to cashier
Approves all bills and sends them to accountant
Opens all incoming mail
Approves all sales and purchases
Portfolio Usnafrer
Has chare^e of securities held
Must immediately deposit all securities, held
outright, in a designated depository and
secure a receipt, and must sign for all
securities returned to him.
Approves sales slips and sends them to
accountant
.
It will be noted in the above outline that the
cashier handles all cash but does not have access to
ledgers, nor to the securities; that the accountant
handles the ledgers and does posting, and audits
bar-k account, but does not handle either cash or
securities; that the secretary and treasurer signs
all checks but these are audited by the accountant
when they are returned by the bank; and that the
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portfolio marag-er handles securities but does not
handle cash, nor does he have oharg-e of the records.
'Vhere the office routine is handled by four
persons and the division of their duties is made as
outlined above it will be noted that it would be
rather difficult for any one individual to mis-
appropriate either cash or securities or income from
securities without collusion with the others. Only
the portfolio manager has authority to give orders
to buy or sell securities and tl^ese must be ap-
proved by the secretary and treasurer. As brokerage
houses mail to their customers acceptances of or-
ders these will be received by the secretary and
treasurer. Therefore, no securities can be ordered-
on the account of the trust without the knowledge of
the secretary and treasurer - who himself does not
have authority to give an order. Vhen an order to
buy is executed the bill is received by the secre-
tary and treasurer, approved by him, and sent to the
accountant who makes the necessary entry in the
Purchases Record and in the Investment xiedger. The
secretary and treasurer will write checks for the
payment of securities only after the purchase has
been, recorded. Therefore, the credit entry from
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the Purchases iiecord on a broker's account should
always precede the deoit entry from the uash Pay-
ments. An exception might be where a deposit is
made in advance. As all duplicate checks pass
through the hands of the cashier anci all cancelled
checks are audited by the accountant the trust's
money cannot be used, without collusion, by the
secretary and treasurer.
'Vhen an order to sell is executed the notice of
sale, and the credit memorandum, or the check in pay
ment of the proceels, is received by the secretary
and treasurer. The sales slip must be approved by
the portfolio manager who sends it to the accountant
This also calls for the delivery of the securities.
It will be noted that all four persons re-
ceive notice of the sale: The portfolio manager
must make delivery of the securities; the secre-
tary and treasurer receives notice of the sale
from the broker; the cashier must deposit the check
received in payment of the sale (unless the trust's
account is merely credited); and the accountant re-
ceives the sales slip from the portfolio manager.
As the organization expands the principle of
internal check may be f?radually extended as shoy/n
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1. Control of
securities.
1, Receives
securities.
£. Releases
securities.
3. Receives
cash.
by the diagram below:
3 persons - 6 persons - 10 persons -
1. Issues orders for sale»
purchase, or dispo-
sition of securities.
£, Receives and deposits
all securities.
3. Has Joint control
over depository.
4. Opens mail and lists
cash received.
5. Records cash receipts
and makes deposits.
6. Signs checks.
7. Makes record of pay-
ments.
8. Records purchases
and sales.
9. Posts of general ledger.
6. Has charge 10. Keeps investment ledger.
of ledgers.
It should be the accountant's duty and also the
duty of the portfolio manager to consult a Dow-Jones
Dividend List, the Standard Corporation Records, (lol)
Control of
cash.
4. Pays cash,
5. IJakes
records.
3. Control of
records
.
(131) Standard Statistics Company, Inc., Publish-
ers, £00 Varick St., Tew York City.
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or any other official dividend indicator and make a
semi -monthly list of all securities owned which
should yield dividends during- the following month, the
rate of dividend, the date of declaration, and the
date when they should "be paid. Proper record should
"be made on the Dividend Hecord on the Investment
Ledger Cards from these lists after the two lists have
been compared. Only the Rate and "dividend Date (De-
clared and Payable ) need be transferred to the Cards
at this time. As the dividend checks are received,
as shown by the Cash Receipts, they sre posted to the
other three columns or the Investment Ledger Cards
(Date and Amount Received and G. R, Page columns) and
the lists (above mentioned) should be checked. Div-
idends credited to the account of the trust by brokers
holding securities of the truest must find their way to
the dividend account and the Dividend Record on the
Investment Ledger Cards through the Journal. The
accountant, who does not handle any cash, it will be
noted, serves as a check ae"air.st the possibility of
the secretary ard treasurer or cashier withholding any
cash received as income on securities.
Auditing procedure . -- Investment trusts whose
business is sufficient to warrant the cost retain an
outside auditor throughout the year, so that a con-
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tinuous audit is raaintainei. (1S£) '.'irhen such a pro-
cedure is not followed a very careful audit is re-
quired at the end of the fiscal year.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to ^ive a
resume' of auditing techique and procedure in general,
"but rather to apply, specifically, those principles
of approved auditing procedure which are particularly
applicable to the audit of the investment trust which
has been kept in nind throughout this writing.
The best medium by which the auditor may assemble
those details of the operations of the business which
will be of most value to him in the detection of errors
and fraud, and in the preparation of statements which
will reflect the results of the year's operations and
the present financial condition of the business, con-
sists of a set of neatly prepared working papers. (1545)
In order to keep this work original, purposely
omitting anything that has been published in the past
and so readily obtainable from books and accountants'
magazines, the method of preparing an audit program,
the techique of arranging papers, and the making of
eneragement memoranda, work-sheets, and reports have
( 13£ ) International Securities Corporation of
America, Annual Report. November 20, 19i^7, p. 5.
(ISS) Palmer and Bell, Accountants' Vorking Papers,
p. 4.
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all been omitted here,
The audit of the Cash and the Portfolio ac-
counts are the first to receive the attention of
the auditor. As most of the cash transactions
will be exceptionally large, a detailed audit of
cash receipts and payments is advisable. As the
bookkeeping system outlined above requires the
deposit of all receipts and the payment of all
amounts by check the reconciliation of the cash
book balance with that of the bank is greatly
facilitated.
A close relation will be found between the Gash
account and the Portfolio account. Because of the
ease with which one can be changed for the other it
is of utmost importance that the auditor verify
both balances at the same time and be continually
on the alert to detect any irregularity in the use
of either cash or securities during the year: for
instance, in the use of securities as collateral
for loans, the withholding of cash funds from the
bank for speculation, and the buying and selling of
a security without recording either the purchase or
the sale and withholding the profits from the
transaction.
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Ir an ordinary balance sheet audit the verifi-
cation of the balance sho'-vn by the securities
account usually ends when such balance is found to
be in agreement with the securities count.
vVhere only a few changes were made duriniE? the
year, such changes should be traced in detail.
Where the transections are numerous, as in the case
of a brokerage concern, a detailed audit of all
transactions is out of the question. The invest-
ment trust, which we are now considering, comes
between these two extremes - although there may
have been many changes made during the year, the
number is not so great but that a detailed audit
may be made. However, the listing of all sales and
purchases of securities on working papers will not
be necessary where the accounting system conforms
to that outlined in this paper, as all purchases
are listed in the Purchases Record and all sales
are listed in the Sales P.ecord in the same detail
as they would be listed on the working papers in
an audit for another type of concern where they form
only an incidental item on the trial balance.
The usual procedure for the counting and veri-
fication of cash may be followel. The emphasis in
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this paper, as previously explained, will be placed
upon the procedure to be followed in the verifica-
tion of the securities and the income from
securities accounts.
Purchases Record
Check all entries against vouchers from which
the entries were made.
Tote dates, prices, certificate numbers, cal-
culations, etc.
Verify footings and cross-footings.
Check postings to General Ledger.
Check postings to Investment Ledger. Fete
dates.
Sales Record
Check all entries against vouchers from which
the entries were made.
I^ote dates, prices, certificate numbers, cal-
culations, etc.
Verify footine-s and cross-footings.
Check postings to General Ledger.
Check postings to Investment Ledger, ^^ote
dates.
Cash Receipts
follow usual procedure for the auditing of
cash receipts by checking receipts against
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deposits, by verifying footir.g-s and cross-
footings, and by checking postings to
General Ledger.
Check entries in ijond Interest and Stock Divi-
dend columns against these items posted
to the Dividend Hecords on the Invest-
ment Ledger cards.
Cash Payments
?ollow usual procedure for the auditing of
cash payments by checking cancelled
checks against entries made, watching
for irregularities on checks returned
by the bank; by verifying footings;
and by checking postings to General
Lederer.
General Journal
Check postings to General ijedger.
Watch for irregularities.
Petty Cash i^ook
Proceed in the usual manner to audit petty
cash by inspecting the vouchers, by
vouching the entries, by testing the
footings and cross-footings, and by
checking the postings to the General
Ledger.
Investment Ledger
All ledger cards used during the period under
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audit, that is, on which entries of any
kind were recorded during? the period,
should "be kept under direct supervision,
or in the possession of the auditor dur-
ing the audit to prevent any card which
has been audited from being' removed and
substituted by another.
Verify last Quantity balance on each card.
Verify prices by checking them against an
official stock and bond price record.
Check dividend record against an official
dividend indicator to detc^rmine whether
all dividend declarations were accounted
for.
lote whether ell dividends due were recorded
(and checked) in the Dividend Received
column. Determine the correctness of
the dividends received.
List all dividends accrued but not yet re-
ceived.
List all stock rip'hts to which the trust was,
or is, entitled to receive.
List all scrip dividends to which the trust
was, or is, entitled to receive.
Check beginning balances against list of
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securities owned at the beginning of the
period.
Check balances at end of audit period against
list prepared for securities owned, at
the saine ti.ne compare all other irforraa-
tior (certificate number, par value,
number of shares, description).
Gereral Ledger
The usual procedure followed in auditing the
general ledger is to be followed here.
After all postirgs have been checked scan
ledger carefully for any unchecked items.
^/erify footings and balarces.
Check balarces agairst trial balance.
Secure the usual corf ir.-nat ion from banks,
brokers, depositaries and others whose
dealings with the trust justify such
procedure.
Only those accounts which are peculiar to the
system, hereir outlines, for an irvestment trust
will be separately treated or the followirg pages.
They will be treated in the followirg order:
101 - Portfolio
10£ - Appreciation on Securities Ovmed
103 - ."depreciation on Securities Owned
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106 - Accrued Interest Receivable
107 - Accrued Dividends Receivable
40^ - Iv^arket Appreciation on ^Securities
Owned
403 - Market Depreciation on Securities
Owned
500 - Gains on turnover
510 - Interest on ijonds Held
511 - Income on Rip-hts Sold
51L - Income on Stock Dividends Sold
613 - Dividends on Securities Held
600 - Losses on 'i'urrover
101 - Portfolio — This is the first account
to receive the attention of the auditor. The steps
to te taker in the audit of this account will be
piven in the form of an outline below. These steps,
it must be remembered, are to be taker in addition
to the procedure followed in the verification of
the other accounts and all of the books of the
trust. All securities on hand should be submitted
for examination at one time.
A. Bonds
1. Obtain or prepare a schedule, of all bonds owned,
ruled to provide space for each of the following
l^rme of corporation
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Description of bond
Bond number
dumber of bonds
Face value of each bond
Avera/?e cost
Interest rate
Interest dates
Market price - bid, asked, average
Appreciation
Depreciation
^Vhere held
Heraarks
£. Check bonds on hand against the above schedule,
supplying the information called for as the
bonds are counted,
3. Prove the total of the average cost column with
the controlling account in the ledger, if a
separate control is kept for bonds. If no
separa^.e control is kept the total of the
three schedules - bonds, common stocks, pre-
ferred stocks - will be added and prove 1.
4. Verify that all bonds owned, submitted for audit,
are actually the property of the trust.
Coupon bonds, especially, in case of fraud,
could be borrowed for use during an audit. (154)
(154) Kilduff, ?. ".V. Auditing and Accounting
Hendbook, p. 16.
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5. iilxaniire coupon bonds for unmatured coupons miss-
ing, and also for coupons matured tut unoashed.
Examine registered bonds for regibtration
thereof. (155)
6. Tv'Ote all indorsements of interest payments on
registered bonds. (136)
7. Verify the ownership of all bonds, in the hands
of others, by correspondence.
8. Trace back to the close of period under audit
all changes made in the account - where the
audit is taking place after the close of the
period under audit.
b. Common Stocks
1. Obtain or prepare a schedule, of all common
stocks owned, ruled to provide space for
each of the following:
Fame of corporation
Description of stock
Certificate number
Fumber of shares
Par value
Average cost
Market price - bid, asked, average
Appreciation
(135) Ibid., p. 16.
(136) Ibid., p. 16.
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Depreciation
^ere held
Remarks
The time required to count and verify the
ownership of securities ccin be greatly short-
ened by thus listing all securities that should
be on hand as shown by the Investment Ledger
and then merely checking them on this list as
the count is being made, (137)
2. Check stocks on hand against the above schedule,
supplying the information celled for as the
certificates are counted. A representative of
the trust should be present as the securities
are counted by the auditor. It is desirable
to have the representative acknowledge re-
ceipt of the securities after the count is
completed, by affixing his initial to the
working sheet or otherrrise, (133)
3. Prove the total of the average cost column with
the controlling account in the ledger.
4. "Verify the names on all stock certif ice tes.
If not in the name of the client, see if they
(137) Palmer and Bell, op. cit., p. 72.
(138) Kohler and Pettengill. Principles of
Auditing, p. 97.
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are indorsed in blank or accompanied by a
power of attorney in favor of the client,
allowing him to hG,ve the stock subsequently
transferred. »• (139)
5, Verify the ownership of all certificates, in the
hands of others, by correspondence. (140)
6. "Examine each stock certificate for the sig-
nature of the transfer agent end the
registrar." (141)
C. Preferred Stocks
The procedure for the listing, counting, and
examination of preferred stocks will be the same as
for common stocks, excepting that a dividend rate
column should be provided on the schedule.
102 - Appreciation on Securities Owned — As
this account is set up at the end of the fiscal
period and closed after it has served its purpose
on the statements, it should shov/ but one entry -
a debit for the net excess of market value over
cost of securities owned,
(139) Kilduff, F. W. Auditing and Accounting
Handbook, p. 14,
(140) Kohler and Pettengill, op. cit. p. 97.
(141) Kilduff, F. W. , op. cit. p. 14,
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This amount was determined on tne schedules
prepared for the audit of the Portfolio account
(number 101), The following summary may be made
to support the trial balance figure for this
account:
American Investment Trust, Inc.
Appreciation on Securities Owned (Account 102)
December 31, 1928
Appreciation on common stocks xxxxx
Appreciation on Preferred Stocks xxx
Apprec i.^ tion on bonds xx
Total appreciation on securities
owned xxxxx
Depreciation on Preferred stocks xx
Depreciation on bonds xxx
Total depreciation on securities
ov/ned xxx
Net appreciation on securities owned,
per account 102 xxxxx
103 - Depreciation on Securities Owned Like
account 102, this account is affected by only one
entry v/hich is made at the close of the fiscal period
and closed immediately after it has served its pur-
pose on the balance sheet. The balance of this
account (the amount of the credit entry) is verified
(or deteriTiined ) by reference to the schedules, made
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for 8.ccount 101, If this account shc.^s a balance
it should be supported by a schedule similar to the
one suggested for account 102.
106 - Accrued Interest Receivable — The balance
of this account may represent not only accrued
interest on bonds held as investments, but also
interest accrued on notes, loe^ns or accounts re-
ceivable. Accrued interest on the last three items
will be verified in the usual manner. The other
item - interest accrued on bonds held - should be
checked against the total of the e.ccrued interest
column on the schedule of bonds owned. A summary
may then be prepared cs follows:
American Investment Trust, Inc.
Accrued Interest Receivs-ble
December 31, 1923
On note receivable, $10,000 from
J. Jones - from 8/3 to 12/31/28,
at 6^
-I 250.
On bonds held in portfolio (see
schedule ) 8,100.
Total, per account 106 -------- 8,350.
Accrued interest on notes or accounts due from
insolvent debtors should be excluded. (142)
(142) Kohler and Pettengill. op. cit., p. 70
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107 - Accrued Dividends Receivable — This
account will contain only one type of asset -
dividends declared, but not yet received, on stocks
held by the trust on the dividend date. The
amount reaches this account by means of an adjust-
,
ing entry made at the end of the fiscal period*
The schedules prepared for the audit of the Port-
folio account could have contained an additional
column to show the total amount of dividends accrued
on stocks held at the end of the fiscal period under
audit. Those schedules, however, would not show
dividends accrued on stocks sold ex-dividends be-
fore the end of the period and before such divi-
dends have been received. This is an important
consideration, because if they are not shown
among the assets at the beginning of the following
period the failure of the trust to receive them
later could be entirely overlooked very easily.
The list of accrued dividends prepared at the
time the Investment Ledger wc. s being audited will
include all dividends accrued in favor of the
trust, whether the stock on which they have accrued
is still on hand or whether it has been sold ex-
dividends. This list may now be used as a schedule
supporting this account.
to
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402 - Market Appreciation on Securities Owned -
The credit shown by this account should be the same
as the amount shovm as a debit by account 102.
403 - Market Depreciation on Securities Ov/ned -
The debit shovm by this account should be the same
as the amount of the credit shown by c.ccount 103.
500 - Gains on Turnover — As sll entries and
footings in the Sales Record v;ere verified -.vhen
that book 'vas audited, and the footings were checked
against the general ledger postings, nothing more
need be done to this item. To prepare a schedule
showing how each item of gain Wc.s arrived at would
be simply to make a copy of all transactions in the
Sales Record which show a gain.
510 - Interest on Bonds Held — This account
should be examined for the purpose of determining
whether all of the items credited represent interest
earned or whether some represent liabilities.
Interest checks received for bonds sold, with
accrued interest, belong to the purchasers of the
bonds. Such checks are occasionally sent out after
the sale of the bonds but before the transfer was
made upon the books of the issuers of the bonds*
To detect any such items in this cccount note
whether any of the bond interest items entered in
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the cash receipts during the last month of the
period under audit ".vere received for bonds no
longer "being o'vvned by the trust. If the bonds
^vere sold, T;ith interest, before the interest
date the interest belongs to the purchf-ser of the
bonds and demand will be made for it by the
purchaser,
511 - Income on Rights Sold — A list of
rights to '.7hich the trust is or will be entitled
was prepared when auditing the Investment Ledger.
Check the rights sold, as shown by this account,
against the list mentioned above. The unchecked
items, if any, are the rights unsold. These
should be verified. No entry should be made in
the general ledger for stock rights received, but
not yet sold or exercised, as no profit should be
recognized until realization. (143)
512 - Income on Stock Dividends Sold — Check
the stock dividends sold agc^inst the list of such
dividends, to which the trust is or will be entitled,
made when auditing the Investment Ledger. Verify
the existence of those stock dividends not yet sold.
If the trust does not intend to sell the stock
(143) Bell, ¥. H. Auditing, p. 186.
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dividends but intends to retain them as an invest-
ment, it may add them to the Portfolio. A journal
entry will evidence the action taken, No value
should be added to the Portfolio account (144) nor
to the Balance - Amount column on the Investment
Ledger Card, This procedure is advisable, as the
present value of the Portfolio v/ill be understated
if such additional shares are not included. Also,
the average cost of securities sold will be a
smaller figure if stock from this account should
be sold after these dividend shares are added.
513 - Dividends on Securities Held The
accrued dividends with which this account is
credited at the end of the period should agree
with the total of the list prepared v/hen audit-
ing the Investment Ledger.
The total posted c.s e. credit to this account
from the Stock Dividend column in the Gash Receipts
Book "was verified at the time that book was audited*
One other item requires the auditor's
attention, and that is the dividends receivable at
the beginning of the period under audit. This
account should have been debited for the accrued
(144) Ibid., p. 136.
:j5
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dividends after the closing entries v/ere made on
that date. These dividends should have been re-
ceived soon after the beginning of the period now
under audit.
If there is no auditor's certificate evidenc-
ing the correctness of the accrued dividends at
the beginning of the period this item should be
verified:
1, Check the list against the dividends re-
ceived to determine v/hether they have
been accounted for.
2. Check back one month from the end of the
preceding period to determine whether
all accrued dividends were included in
the list supporting the accrued dividend
account on that date.
600 - Losses on Turnover — This account is
verified Y/hen the Sales Record is audited.
II
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Financial stataents > — The periodic finan-
cial statements given in pro forma at the end of
this section are prepared with several points in
view:
!• A balance sheet, being a "* screen picture
of the financial position of a going
business at a certain moment*", (145)
should sho"«7 valuations and other facts
according to their actual value at
that time.
2. The income and profit and loss statement
should shovz only realized gains or
losses,
3. Statements should reflect the actual
results of operations and show the
effectiveness of the management.
It will be noted that the arrangement of the
accounts on the statements follow the order of the
respective accounts on the chart of accounts. The
assets on the balance sheet are listed in the order
of their availability. Tlie portfolio being carried
at market, and off-set by the surplus item - Uarket
Appreciation on Securities Owned - avoids the
(145) Kester, R, B. Accounting Theory and
Prectice, p. 62.
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necessity of adding footnotes to the balance sheet.
really essential information usually
carries greater ?/eight when incorporated in the
balance sheet figures". (146)
A statement showing the income from invest-
ments is termed an Income Statement. (147) This
term is used by American, British and Continental
Corporation in its directors* report for the
year ended December 31, 1927. (148) Investment
trusts do not use the term Profit and Loss State-
ment because this term "is used to describe
results obtained from trading, manufacturing, or
merchandising". (149) As the operations of a
genercl raianagement investment trust should result
in both income from securities held for invest-
ment and profit from turnover of investments the
term Income and Profit and Loss Statement has been
used. The terra Statement of Income and Profit and
Loss is used on the directors* report of Standard
Investing Gorporttion for the yee.r ended February
29, 1928. (150)
(146) Ibid., p. 243.
(147) Saliers, S. A., op. cit., p. 407.
(148) Keane, C. P., op. cit., p. 44.
(149) Saliers, E. A., op. cit., p. 407.
(150) Keane, C. P., op. cit., p. 227.
I(
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American Investment Trust, Inc»
Balance Sheet
Decemloer 51, 1928
ASSETS
Current Assets;
Cash
Investment Securities (at market)
Accounts and Notes Receivable
Accrued Interest and Dividends
Receivable
Fixed Assets:
Furniture and Fixtures
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Deferred Assets:
Prepaid Expenses
Bond Discount Unamortized
Organization and Financing
Expenses
Total Assets
LIABILITIES KSD CAPITAL
Current Liabilities:
Accounts and Notes Payable
Accrued Interest, Taxes, Fees
Fixed Liabilities:
Bonds Payable
Total Liabilities
Capital
:
Preferred Capital Stock
Common Capita-1 Stock
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Surplus
:
Unappropriated
I\llarket Appreciation on
Securities Owned
Reserve for Bond Interest
Reserve for Preferred Stock
Dividend
Undivided Profits
Total Liabilities and Capital
American Investment Trust, Inc,
Income and Profit and Loss Statement
For the Year Snded December 31, 1923
Grross Income:
Realized Investment Profits (net)
Interest on Investments
Dividends on Investments
Interest on Accounts, Notes, and
Bank Bf lances
Total Income
Expenses
:
Administrative and Management
Expenses
General Expenses
Interest on Bonds Payable
Miscellaneous -rixpenses
Total Expenses
Net Income
Dividends Paid on Preferred Stock
Dividends Paid on Common Stock
Balance After Dividends
Appropriated for Pref . Stock Div,
Appropriated for Bond Interest
Balance to Undivided Profits and Surplus

Conclusion
Recapitulation and constructive criticisms* —
This thesis deals chiefly with the accounts of a
general management investment trust, v/hich is one
whose managers ht.ve authority to change the invest-
ment holdings as market prices warrant such action.
Other types of trust organizations are mentioned
and their distinguishing characteristics brought
to light, so the reader will not mistake them for
the type of trust with which this v/riting deals.
The investment trust provides a means by
which a sm.cll investor may benefit by diversifi-
cation, even though he invests in the stock of only
one company — an investment trust, because each
stockholder receives a. proportionate interest in
the large number of different securities held by
the trust.
The success of an investment trust, aside
from its ability to raise capital, depends upon
the ability of its managers to properly select and
change the investment holdings. Its business
transactions are limited to the raising of ct-pital,
the investing of its funds, the collection of in-
come from investments and the defraying of expenses.
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The following conclusions are the result of
the study made of five of the major accounting prob-
lems peculiar to investment trusts:
1. The portfolio should be shown on the balance
sheet at market value.
2. IThen securities of the sam.e kind are pur-
chased at different times at different
prices, and some of these are sold, the
investment account should be credited
with the average cost when recording the
sale. This average cost method has been
proved to be the most logical method to
use. It is practical, as has been
illustrated by e:cs-mples. It is not a
mere theory, as it is no'*" being used by
the oldest and one of the largest in-
vestment trust financing companies in this
country. It is legal, because the
Federal Income Tax Departm.ent accepts in-
cone tax reports on v/hich the income is
so calculated.
3. Profits resulting from changing investments
should be treated as c part of the gross
income of the trust. They should not be
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used to TTrite dovm the investment £-c count,
4. Conservatism demands that all profits shall
not be paid out in dividends, but that a
surplus of earnings shall be retr.ined to
withstand possible future market de-
pressions.
5. Reserves for market fluctuations are un-
necessary if the trust builds up a
sufficiently large surplus.
The most im.portant asset account is tha.t of the
Portfolio. For the purpose of preparing a balance
sheet this account should be adjusted to show
market value the entry to be reversed after the
books have been closed. The adjustment required
represents the net market appreciation or deprecia-
tion which should not affect the net profit nor
the earned surplus.
Six books will provide space for the recording
of those transactions affecting the gener-l and in-
vestment ledger accounts; namely, Purchases Record,
Sales Record, Cash Receipts Book, Gash Payments
Book, C-enerc l Journal, and Petty Ce sh Book. Tvio
ledgers are required; naxaely, General and Invest-
ment Ledgers. Subsidiary accounting records, cor-
porate records, and sts.tistiCcT.l records are also to
be found in the offices of some investment trusts.
I
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The internal check system should operate to
protect the cash, the portfolio, c.nd the income
from investments. To make the system effective
no individual having control of the cash should
have control of, or access to, the ledgers or the
securities; no individual having control of
the securities should have control of, or access
to, the cash or the ledgers; and no individual
having control of the ledgers should have control
of, or access to, the cash or securities.
The auditor of investm.ent trust accounts
v/ill be expected to
1. Verify the existence of the securities
that should be owned, according to the
records, by the trust;
2. Determine v/hether all purchases and sales
of securities have been properly
recorded;
3. Determine v;hether all income from invest-
ments, to which the trust is entitled,
has been received and accounted for;
4. Determine whether the correct valuation
has been placed upon the portfolio; and
5. Determine whether the accrued income and
expenses, at the end of the fiscal
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period, have been properly recorded.
The financial statements should be prepared
to present to the re&.der thereof the following
information:
1. Total present value of the assets.
2. Apount of market appreciation or depreci-
ation contained in the portfolio account.
3. All liabilities - including those rccrued,
4. An intelligent analysis of the results of
the year's operations.
5. Net realized gains - excluding mere asset
appreciation.
Value of the study . The searching study,
which W£ s necessary to bring together the fiicts
essential to the solution of the vcrious account-
ing problems of investment trusts, and which was
necessary to organize a system.atic plan for use
by such trusts, has brought to the v/riter a
realization of the large number of investment
trust organizations that have been created in
the past fe^ years, the continuing rapid growth
of those numbers, and the important part these
trusts are actually beginning to play in the
field of modern finance. The study has resulted
I
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in the iDringing together of definite practicable
accounting principles for use by investment trusts
It is the first attempt, put into available form,
to solve definitelj'' the outstanding accounting
problems* It shows an understandable comparison
of British and American trusts. Lastly, the
publication of the outstanding results of the
study has brought before many thousands of
students and hundreds of investment trust mana-
gers and practicing accountants definite state-
ments for discussion, study, and use.
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